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THE INDIAN ARMY 



THE INDIAN ARMY 

The Indian Army, as an instrument of national power, has been in service of the nation in both 

peace and war. Operationally well-seasoned and always ready for achievement of the National 

objectives, it is a professional Army based on values, experience, regimentation, customs, 

traditions, ethos and culture. Indian Army strengthens the idea of India, lives by the National 

values and is guided by the National interests.  

We are dedicated to preserve National interests, safeguard sovereignty, territorial integrity, and 

unity of our nation. As the land component of the Indian Armed Forces, we uphold the ideals of 

the constitution of India, thwart proxy wars and the internal threats, assist our Government and 

the people of India. A nation maintains its Armed forces for strategic deterrence and if 

compelled, to win wars. We remain ready for full spectrum of challenges in multiple domains. 

The Indian Army contributes towards overall strategic deterrence, remains optimally structured 

to conduct successful operations in all types of terrain and climatic conditions with modern 

weapon systems, and effective logistic support. Indian Army’s quest for modernisation is a step 

towards fighting future wars. Leaders promote the effectiveness of their command and achieve 

organisational goals. All ranks have the idea of ‘Indian Army First’, embedded in them. Our 

dynamic, comprehensive and operationally focused training addresses the complete spectrum of 

conflicts and challenges.  

Defence cooperation has emerged as an important pillar of India’s diplomatic efforts and the 

Indian Army has been at the forefront of these endeavours. Indian Army is one of the largest 

troop contributors to United Nations peacekeeping missions. The contingents in the United 

Nations peacekeeping missions have displayed utmost dedication, righteous conduct, 

professional competence and have been lauded by one and all. Indian Army is committed to the 

Nation building process and the security of the country. 



   CENTRE FOR LAND WARFARE STUDIES 

Centre for Land Warfare Studies (CLAWS), New Delhi, is an independent think tank on 
strategic studies and land warfare. CLAWS is registered under the Societies Registration Act, 
1860 and is a membership based organisation. It is governed by a Board of Governors and an 
Executive Council, with the Chief of the Army Staff as the Patron and the Vice Chief of the 
Army Staff as Chairman. The Director General of Strategic Planning at the Integrated 
Headquarters, Ministry of Defence, is the President of the Executive Council. The current 
Director of CLAWS is Lt Gen (Dr.) Vijay Kumar Ahluwalia, PVSM, AVSM**, YSM, VSM 
(Retd). 

Objectives 

• Promotion and furtherance of intellectual thinking.
• To train and assist scholars to undertake strategic studies and research.
• To solicit views of intellectuals on national security.
• To undertake research projects and organise lectures, seminars, workshops,
conferences, courses and other such activities. 
• To maintain close contact and exchange visits with other institutions.

Mandate 

The mandate of CLAWS covers national security issues, conventional military operations and 
sub-conventional warfare. The Centre also focuses on conflicts in the region and military 
developments in countries within India’s strategic frontiers, particularly those in the South 
Asian region. 

Vision 

The vision of CLAWS is ‘To establish CLAWS as a leading Think Tank in policy 
formulation on Land Warfare , National Security and Strategic Issues. 

Collaborations 

CLAWS Outreach Committee has been engaging with think tanks and universities 
worldwide. As a result, joint publications have commenced with Woodrow Wilson 
International Center for Scholars, Washington DC, US and Bangladesh Institute of Peace and 
Security Studies (BIPSS), Bangladesh, and also has jointly conducted an Annual Dialogue 
with Nepal Institute for International Cooperation and Engagement (NIICE), Nepal. 



MoUs with regard to academic collaboration has also been signed with US Army War 
College, NIICE, Indian Institute of Technology (Delhi), OP Jindal Global University 
(Sonipat, Haryana), Christ University (Bengaluru), etc.  

Research at CLAWS is futuristic in outlook and policy-oriented in approach. It disseminates 
the products of its research to its members, members of the armed forces, decision makers, 
members of the strategic community and interested civilians. It also seeks to contribute to 
developing a pro-active strategic culture for India. CLAWS organises seminars and 
conferences, round table discussions, workshops and guest lectures and undertakes research 
projects on national security issues, especially those pertaining to land warfare. 

Since its inception, CLAWS has evolved as an organisation & its activities and research 
mandate have gradually expanded. It has organised large number of conferences and seminars 
and has published several books. CLAWS’ activities and research can be viewed at 
its website www.claws.in.

http://www.claws.in/


Divya-Drishti (Hindi: �दव्य-दृिष्ट ) is a Sanskrit word meaning ‘divine vision’, also known as

Yoga-Drishti, which refers to 'divine perception' which is intuitive perception or cognition 
that carries with it an intrinsic certainty and conviction. 

In Mahabharata, Krishna invited Arjuna to observe the Cosmic Body or Viraj and behold it 
as concentrated within that body (in the person of Krishna) the entire creation and all that is 
desired to be seen. When Arjuna failed to see that divine form, Krishna bestowed the gift of 
divine vision – �दव्य-दृिष्ट. Thus endowed, Arjuna saw an undisguised reality he could

otherwise not see, what he then saw was अभ�ूतशरणम  (many a wonderful sight) divine
essence, transcendent and all—effulgent, the sight which has never been seen before. Arjuna 
saw the power of creating diversity in the universe. 

True to this, Divya-Drishti is a biennial forum, organised jointly by the Indian Army and the 
Centre for Land Warfare Studies (CLAWS). The seminar-cum-webinar included domain 
experts from across the globe to discuss and deliberate on a particular theme related to 
defence, security and land warfare strategy. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The essential components of MDO includes the traditional domains of land, sea & air and the 
additional domains of cyber, space, electromagnetic and psychological warfare. The world 
order is undergoing tremendous upheaval, which is evident with the hyper-nationalist USA, 
belligerent China, and a weakened Europe, the dynamics and events in Israel-Palestine, Iran- 
Saudi Arabia-UAE, and Pakistan-Turkey are unprecedented. Therefore, in such an 
indeterminate geo-political quagmire, the utility of hard power is undergoing a rapid 
transformation and the trends of future warfare will involve three competitions: geo-strategic, 
geo-political, and geo-economic. Victory shall not be accomplished by winning battles alone 
but through persistent execution of integrated force levels and MDO bringing together 
tactical, operational, strategic actions ―both kinetic and non-kinetic― with common 
unifying themes across different domains. The complexities of conflict have directed the 
forces towards revisiting its doctrines and strategies to prepare for future wars. The MDO 
concept is a pathway by which combat forces of the future will weaponise themselves relative 
to the contingency they are tasked to address. We have to choose between fighting the fight 
that fits one's weapons, and then make weapons to fit the fight. Therefore, there is a need to 
transcend limitations that weapon systems traditionally imposed on tactics and doctrine. The 
Army’s capability development strategy is not cast in stone, but it is constantly being 
reviewed and revisited to align with the paradigms of MDO. The creation of the Integrated 
Theatre Command, Cyber and Space Agencies, Armed Forces Special Operations Division, 
IBGisation, and ICATS, are steps towards that direction. The reliance on attrition, firepower 
and mechanised warfare had earlier led to our successes. However, these measures alone 
cannot win future wars. To wedge the shortcomings, the forces must guide convergence and 
integration across different domains. 

Future Threats and Challenges:  India’s Preparedness in Multi-Domain Ops 

In the current world order and the prevailing geo-political situation, the factors and 
proliferators, leading to a conflict, are growing economic tensions between the great powers, 
competition for natural resources, the fourth industrial revolution (4IR), disruptive 
technologies (DTs), environmental degradation, the role of cyber, space, electromagnetic 
warfare, electronic warfare, information and psychological warfare and proliferation of 
nuclear, biological and chemical weapons (NBCWs). The battlefield is everywhere, resulting 
into the need to keep abreast with the changes within the domains and instruments of warfare. 
The 4IR has contributed profoundly to the revolutionisation of the character of war of the 
future. Information and data are the new strategic weapons of the future. It has also led to the 
progressive weaponisation and militarisation of space, thereby establishing a new arena for 
conflict in the future. The addition of the domains of cyber, space and EMS to the existing 
conventional domains of land, sea, and air has given a new dimension to the conflicts of the 
future. The sub domains of national power, political, economic, trade, investment, 
information and psychological warfare are critical and will successfully contribute towards 
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the future conflicts. The conflict in West Asia & North Africa (WANA) has behaved as an 
indicator of futuristic warfare and acted as a conveyor of trends that are likely to be visible in 
the future. The role of regional and extra-regional powers, non-state actors, rebels as well as 
proxy forces has been notable and different.. The employment of drones, loiter munitions and 
PGMs has increased the vulnerability of the traditional land forces. The need to integrate 
land-based fire-support systems with air-defence and drones at the tactical level is crucial to 
establish air dominance in the future. The integration of these platforms shall result in the 
establishment of effectiveness on the battlefield and successful conduct of operations. There 
is thus “a need to change our mindset, and to keep pace with the speed of change”. 

India’s Regional Security Challenges. India is part of a volatile neighbourhood. India, China 
and Pakistan all possess nuclear weapons and both China and Pakistan exhibit an adversarial 
relation with India. They also have a close nexus between themselves. China supports 
Pakistan in all domains - military, diplomatic, and economic. Although they cannot go into a 
full-fledged war with India, yet they will continue to chip away at India in various domains. 
The China-Pak nexus remains a biggest challenge for the country. India is also situated in the 
middle of the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) which is known as the playground of the 21st 
century ‘Great Game’. The contestation between the United States —a ‘non-resident power’ 
in the region and China in the South China Sea— is a reality. India should be careful to 
maintain a balance between engaging China bilaterally and its relationship as a part of the 
QUAD. In the case of China, the pin pricks on the LAC shall continue unabated and 
increasingly become an example of a ‘no war-no peace’ situation. The effectiveness of MDO 
shall prove to be vital for the prevailing circumstances. Modern day conflicts have no set 
beginning or end, therefore modern day militaries have to multi-task. They have to be 
prepared for non-contact wars in an era when conventional wars will be rare. Therefore, the 
millennial soldier, will have to be intellectually flexible, trained in interdisciplinary skills and 
be digitally empowered and not just driven by valour.   

Concept of War fighting in MDO. Effective joint integration, across all domains and 
between all levels of warfare, across governments and amongst allies, is a pre-requisite before 
executing MDO. Conceptual thinking recognises, that domain and capability integration has 
to be the foundation of an MDO approach. MDO is arguably more than responding to a 
hostile event in one domain with an effect in another. Given the operational level focus of 
joint operations, a key conceptual consideration would be the command-and-control 
structures where we  need to orchestrate such multi-domain campaigns. This can be achieved 
by digital air-land integration. Decision-making architectures and the processes must be 
redesigned around an increasing range of technical capabilities to manage an ever more 
complex battlespace. MDO is likely to enable joint commanders and staff with the knowledge 
and skills to understand capability of systems across multiple domains. Commanders within 
individual domains will probably also need an instinctive ability, to manoeuvre across the 
seams to other domains and into other domains. 
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Indian Military Strategy in Future Conflicts. The foremost threat that India faces is that of 
Pak-sponsored terrorism, leading India into a larger conflict. The second threat is that of an 
unsettled border with China. To counter the aforementioned two threats, the strategy that 
India needs to follow is one of deterrence that is to deter Pakistan from carrying out terrorist 
attacks against India and to deter China from asserting its border claims through military 
force. India also needs to review its doctrinal thinking about proactive strategy―and  the so-
called cold start strategy. The focus of deterrence is to create a dilemma in the minds of 
opponents about the potential use of war. A deterrence strategy would also include issues like 
graduated escalation, escalation control, bargaining strategy and defining success at each 
stage of escalation. This does not mean that the armed forces do not prepare for an all-out 
conflict― there will be situations where deterrence fails, but an all-out conflict in a strategy 
should be the last option instead of the first option. The synergised action of various domains 
requires a detailed analysis of the capabilities and organisational structures. In particular, 
while looking at integrated structures, our depth of analysis should go beyond integrated 
theatre commands. The seamless sharing of information across domains needs to exist at each 
organisational level. This shall result in a greater understanding of the complementary 
functioning of multiple domains together. There is no current governmental understanding of 
what the various domains are. The ARTRAC should set up a cell to look at all aspects of 
MDO in order to initiate a serious doctrinal debate about how MDOs will fit into our 
strategy. The first thing required is to define the domains. We must start by defining the 
domain; we must look at doctrines; and our strategy for MDO. We also need to review our 
organisational structures and the various methods by which we share information together. 

Enhancing Jointness in MDO. Jointness and Integration are the two key aspects in MDO. 
Jointness is the forces' ability to work together while pertaining to their own identity in a 
different size; integration refers to the formal combination of constituent elements into a 
single structure, which the Indian Armed Forces are hoping to achieve over the next few 
years through integrated theatre and fully integrated operational commands. The 21st century 
multi-domain battlespace calls for greater integration rather than jointness. Individual 
expertise, aspiration, and turfs still play an essential role, and therefore, in the foreseeable 
future, there will be crisscrossing of both integration and jointness. Over a period, cross-
domain synergy has become a sign of success for field force commanders to achieve 
operational aims and objectives. Domains are those areas that are exclusively controlled by a 
single organisational entity. In military terms, multi-domain would include the domains of 
land, sea, air, space, electromagnetic spectrum, and cyber, to which one could include 
informational and cognitive domains. Simply elaborating, cross-domain implies that a force 
should be capable of operating effectively in any domain, and in doing so it should enhance 
the operational effectiveness of other domains. A joint force certainly facilitates cross-domain 
synergy, but a single service should also have cross-domain capabilities to some extent. 
Cross-domain synergy creates and exploits symmetrical advantages, inherent in a joint force. 
The concept of MDO alludes to each service expanding its area of responsibility, which is 
traditionally the sole domain of another service.  Indian Armed Forces have embarked on this 
challenging route recently and much work needs to be done; our forces need to focus on their 
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core expertise, including in the new military domains, rather than becoming muddled with 
domains that lie under different departments of government.

Achieving Jointness in MDO. Joint operations are about additive service capabilities 
designed to achieve collaboration, cooperation between services and military departments. 
Multi-domain operations, in contrast, are an advanced manoeuvre theory and is characterised 
by complexities, speed and precision. MDOs are executed in sophisticated schemes of 
manoeuvre, which are composed of combinations of domains. A domain can be defined as 
“an area of activity in which operations are organised and conducted” or “critical macro 
manoeuvre space whose access or control is vital to the freedom of action and superiority 
required by the mission”. It is essential to relate the two manoeuvre theories to carry out an 
effective operation. The continuum is a whole and what it means is that, when one domain is 
prioritised, it will impact the other domain. Interrelated to the concept are several other 
variables that revolve around access and interdependency. Moreover, the exploitation of 
interdependencies between domains is preserving the interdependencies between them. The 
key focus is on convergence and continuous integration of all the domains across time and 
space. The focal point will be on interdependencies because when attacked, those 
interdependencies collapses the system. When that collapses the system, the adversary is in 
decision paralysis. Electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) will be significant, especially at the 
beginning of the conflict. It is essential to understand that if one controls the electromagnetic 
spectrum, then one automatically has control over electronic warfare (EW) and cyberspace. 
Human domain remains the ultimate objective in order to create a credible behavioural 
change in the minds of leadership. Deep Neural Networks based on AI based algorithms will 
provide the critical foundation for decision support in MDO. The JADO decision matrix for 
pre-planned and emergent opportunity decisions has been in practice in Iraq and Afghanistan 
and is continuously evolving. The JADO in USA is called C4ISR system. In the future, the 
biggest challenge to achieve convergence is to have digital information translated so that the 
data can be cross-populated in different systems and with accuracy. 

Leveraging Air Power and Space Domain in MDO. There is a convergence of the Army and 
Navy towards leveraging air power in the future conflict. Multiple agencies from air, space, 
sea and ground sensors are collecting huge data in the battlefield which is the essence of 
MDO. Thus, MDO provides a complete picture of the battlespace and enables war fighters to 
make decisions that drive action quickly. This requires an interoperability solution with the 
full joint spectrum architecture using secure communication in a highly contested 
environment. It entails joint air domain, command and control, intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance.  MDO involves surface, marine surface, sub-surface, air, space, missile force, 
cyber, electro-optical, and various other agencies, including the civilian government. The 
joint war fighting concept will bring all firepower, both kinetic and non-kinetic, to help the 
military regain superiority in contested access-denied environment. MDO, at the strategic 
level, will require a specific task force. Space is the ultimate vantage point; it is much beyond 
connectivity and communication. It is for surveillance, battle assessment, command and 
control, navigation, synchronisation in time and space. There is a need to have kinetic and 
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non-kinetic anti-satellite capability, space-based laser electronic warfare can also affect air 
and surface operations. Space-based operations have the advantage of ambiguity because of 
difficulty in execution. Ambiguity is key to MDO, and the advantage that satellites provide, 
in  influencing the space which then becomes another battleground. 

Indian Ocean: Battlespace of Future. MDO at sea has four domains and three enablers. The 
sea and land domain have been there since antiquity, the under-sea domain has been in vogue 
since the 19th century and the air domain at sea is a battle winning factor; the electromagnetic 
spectrum, space, and cyber are the three enablers. MDO have been conceived today as a 
fundamental extension of air-land battle. The Navy and Air Force have the air-sea battle, 
which becomes the joint axis in the manoeuvre. The two main challenges in MDO are the 
real time networking and command & control. Towards achieving convergence, naval forces 
can do many things. The Navy traditionally has done three things with the land ― blockade, 
bombard, and a boot. Any kinetic action at sea or a firefight will immediately escalate into a 
full-fledged conflict. They can undertake land and air attack from any direction and even get 
submerged. The naval task forces can go and sit anywhere in the world and withdraw without 
the stigma of retreat, and therefore, they have leverage. The main thing about the Indian 
Ocean is that it is landlocked and hence access is difficult. The geographical location of 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands is crucial in the Indian Ocean, and the Malacca dilemma is real 
for the Chinese. Chinese can come through the Malacca strait in peacetime, but in wartime, it 
is impossible due to the aerial, surface, and undersea assistance of the Indian Navy waiting on 
the Indian side of the Malacca strait. The Pakistan–China naval embrace is the real challenge. 
China's most significant naval base in the Indian Ocean is Karachi, where they have dockyard 
facilities to look after their submarine class and ships. There is also a new alignment in 
making in the west. Recently, there was a naval exercise between China, Russia, and Iran; the 
axis also included Turkey and Pakistan. While we are looking east, we need to remember that 
five-nation combinations are developing in the west. QUAD is currently only a dialogue; it 
will remain meaningful if it retains a strategic security focus with underlying signalling to 
China. 

Achieving Convergence & Collusivity in MDO. The understanding of the concept 
propagated by developed countries such as USA indicates spatial dislocation of the 
battlespace, where they desire to manifest its complete combat power at a desired point by 
breaching the adversaries’ integrated defensive capabilities, to counter the USA strategy. 
China with its A2/AD strategy has adopted to hit at the crux of the functioning of MDO. The 
main challenges which are foreseen in conduct of MDO includes collusivity of our 
adversaries across the complete spectrum, technology driven ISR capabilities to achieve 
situational awareness, investment in development of disruptive technologies which have 
changed the character of war and building fully networked joint command & control 
structures across all domains. To achieve convergence and to overcome the challenges, it is 
recommended that joint Multi-Domain Task Forces be created, reforms in HR policies to 
train and build a cohesive force level is encouraged and also building capacities & 
capabilities towards modernisation in achieving cohesion.  
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Theaterisation: Way Ahead in Achieving Convergence. The new strains in conflict which 
includes kinetic, non-kinetic, contact and non-contact domains, have made profound changes 
to the character of war. These changes in the character of war are driven principally by the 
disruptive impact of technology and also by growing imagination and innovation in combat― 
the latter sometimes being more important. With several conflicts happening across the globe, 
there is no option but to embrace MDO. Proficiency in strategic competition, capacity 
building in standoff deterrence and leveraging the competition space― are three key 
dimensions of MDO. Achieving proficiency in these will enable one to penetrate the anti-
access bubble, if it escalates to a full-fledged conflict. The mastery of traditional domains of 
land, air and sea no longer suffice and there is a need to upgrade existing capacity 
significantly in the newer domains of cyber, space and human cognition. A typical MDO 
engagement which is enabled by low orbit technologies, a tri-service combat cloud, a       
cyber strike, a swarm of offensive drones to take on the counter attacking forces― are all 
predicated on smart convergence and innovating bundling of technologies. There will have to 
be a shift from targeting formations and echelons to targeting of network systems and nodes. 
The targeting of network systems and nodes will come from prowess in non-kinetic 
capacities, directed energy spoofing and cyber capacities which could be used to disable 
space. Hence, building these indigenous capacities is the need of the hour. Theaterisation and 
theatre commands are mere structural corrections. If concurrently India does not make a 
significant transition from industrial era of war fighting to digital era competencies - the 
Theatre Commands would remain futile. Therefore, mere structure corrections won’t be 
enough but other cognitive corrections are important along the route to jointmanship. There is 
a need to communicate the concept of MDO down to field formations, because unless field 
formations adopt and accept them, this concept will remain theoretical and will lose traction 
eventually. Investments in softer layers of hard power is a reality, there is a need to create a 
new kind of mindset, HR skills which thrives in ambiguity and chaos. These kinds of traits 
need to be developed, the whole approach to Professional Military Education (PME) 
recruitment, talent management and retention models will have to change. A new ecosystem 
with an agile bureaucracy is just as critical for the conduct of MDO. This challenge lies at the 
heart of the MDO and the MDO and DPP mindsets are contrarian. If India wants to embrace 
MDO and its many tenets and nuances in the jointmanship space, then we'll have to travel 
fast and furiously. Therefore, the forces have to move from jointness to interoperability to     
tri-service integration. Harnessing disruptive technologies to create a combat cloud with 
integrated networks are key to decision-making in MDO. Civil-Military fusion, inter agency 
cross pollination, strategic partnerships and a whole of nation approach, are critical for 
achieving cohesion in MDO. MDO is not an option but it is a reality that must be embraced 
with diligence and speed. 
 
Cohesion through Convergence of a Joint Force in MDO. Capturing the exact nature of a 
future war with definite certainty, not only is extremely difficult, but it could be assumed that 
the future war will be multi-dimensional and multi -domain wherein our adversaries will tend 
to blend conventional or asymmetric and hybrid capabilities across all domains, thereby 
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compelling us to re-examine existing military concepts and doctrines. The domination in a 
future war will no longer be attained through domination in a single domain and it shall focus 
on the need to achieve cross-domain synergy. Therefore, in future conflicts, India should 
expect all domains to be contested. Convergence in case of the military, implies the ability to 
exploit the interconnectedness of a system of systems which identifies critical nodes and 
pathways of subordinate systems, that when targeted, weakens the larger and whole system. It 
is the act of applying multi-domain effects as a combination of fully integrated capabilities to 
create a physical, virtual and cognitive window of superiority at decisive points faster than 
the enemy can react. An effective command and control system should have the ability to 
simultaneously manage command and control in all the five to six domains. There is a need 
to incorporate the advanced technologies in a command and control system; a multi-domain 
connection is necessary if one has to integrate and exploit information from multiple sources, 
including sensors, databases, intelligence, reconnaissance, and surveillance to formulate an 
integrated response. The crux lies in the leadership to be able to bring about that change in 
the culture of each and every person in the armed forces to be able to embrace the multi- 
domain operations to take it forward and become empowered by the use of technology.  

Capability Challenges in Integration of a Joint Force and Political Hurdles in 
Implementing MDO. The US was engaged in Iraq and Afghanistan and the attention was 
taken away from Russia and China― they took advantage of this vacuum. The adversaries 
developed the niche capacities i.e. the anti-access area denial capabilities challenging US’ 
capabilities. All these factors triggered the multi-domain operations discussion, when the 
initial concept was Multi-Domain Battle―which was almost predominantly focused on 
fighting. Since then, the realisation slowly came that there is a need to broaden the term from 
Multi-Domain battle to Multi-Domain Operations, and therefore included competition, so 
that, in general phases, it's a competition, crisis, conflict, and then returning to competition. 
As per the US Army’s perspective on MDO, no service can conduct multi- domain operations 
alone. The conduct of operations by a joint force or anything resembling multi- domain 
operations is challenging since it is dependent upon the particular competition phase and the 
understanding of the situational awareness.  

The challenges posed by MDO are now way beyond the traditional military domain and that 
ultimately a war is going to be decided by a population and population's leaders on both 
sides. Russia and China are waging warlike activities, especially in the fields such as cyber, 
intellectual theft, influence operations and information operations amongst other things. 
These countries are not constrained by the same laws, norms and values as democracies are, 
therefore one must recognise their own rules and laws that hold the key parts of their military 
accountable. The interoperability of the systems such as communication systems, computer 
systems and the systems that enable ground component to request of fires from the air 
component, etc., are important. The US military is coming to grips with its efforts to raise 
MDO into joint all domain operations and this is as important as the data was and still is in 
the contemporary times. Since, MDO is still a US Army concept and not recognised as a joint 
concept, therefore, integration and cohesion within the services is a major challenge.  
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The next challenge to interoperability is the levels of modernisation. The key is to understand 
the capabilities and the limitations of everything that is provided and not assume that ‘one 
size fits all’. Among all the five to seven domains, there should be coherence and cohesion. 
This is required in the form of situational awareness ― to understand what's happening to the 
ability to leverage something from any one of the domains to achieve the intended effect at 
the right time to provide the penetration and then the disintegration of enemy capabilities to 
achieve overmatch. There are activities that are below the threshold of violence, open conflict 
and since they are in the grey zone, it is often difficult for political leaders to make the 
decisions. Most of the discussion has been on military related activities and the different 
domains and how they interact. There are often limits to information sharing, especially in 
sensitive space and cyber domains. This impedes on all domain situational awareness 
required to conduct multi-domain operations. The adversaries are out manoeuvring us in the 
competitive space and democratic countries and their militaries have some ground to make up 
and that's difficult for militaries to do.  

Allies and partners need to be engaged throughout the growth process to transform MDO 
from concept to doctrine. An important recommendation that has to happen in the 
competition is building mutual trust through exercises ―whether it's with the QUAD or 
something in RIMPAC, Hawaii. These moves do not require formal relationships and only 
require understanding each other better, training together whenever possible through 
professional military education, exchanges, partnerships, liaisons and visits; so that militaries 
can sit across the table from each other and discuss these things before, in order to build trust 
in advance. 

Major Takeaways 

Doctrinal Issues.  The seminar witnessed discussion on a number of doctrinal issues and 
some of the major ones are listed below:- 

• The prevailing geo-political situation, the changing character of warfare and existing
threat assessment has necessitated embracing MDO as a concept of war fighting. A deep
understanding and acceptance of MDO―defining the domains, doctrines and our strategy
for MDO is  required, we need to review our organisational structures and the methods by
which  we share information.

• Evolution of a joint MDO doctrine towards convergence of all domains.

• Cross-domain synergy is a sign of success for field force commanders to achieve
operational aims and objectives. The key focus should be on convergence and continuous
integration of all the domains across time and space.
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• A joint force certainly facilitates cross-domain synergy, but a single service should also
have cross-domain capabilities to some extent. Cross-domain synergy creates and exploits
symmetrical advantages inherent in a joint force.

• Disruptive technologies are a tool to gain strategic advantage over the adversaries in the
new world order. The fourth industrial revolution (4IR) has led to the progressive
weaponisation and militarisation of space, thereby establishing a new arena for conflict in
the future.

• The sub domains of national power, political, economic, trade, investment, information
and psychological warfare are critical and will successfully contribute towards the future
conflicts.

• The role of regional and extra-regional powers, non-state actors, rebels as well as proxy
forces has been notable and different. Focus on deterrence in the sub-conventional
domain is imperative.

• The convergence of all the domains to achieve a common operating picture will enhance
the decision-making capabilities and shorten the OODA loop. It will entail integration of
joint air domain, command & control, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance.

• A transitional shift from industrial era of war fighting to digital era of transformation is
needed.

• The employment of drones, loiter munitions and PGMs has increased the vulnerability of
the traditional land forces. The need to integrate the land-based fire-support systems with
air defence and drones at the tactical level is crucial to establish air dominance in the
future.

• Electromagnetic spectrum will be significant, especially at the beginning of the conflict. It
is essential to understand that if one controls the electromagnetic spectrum, then one
automatically has control over electronic warfare and cyberspace.

• Space Domain is much beyond connectivity and communication. It is for surveillance,
battle assessment, command & control, navigation, and synchronisation in time &
space. Space-based laser electronic warfare can affect air and surface operations.

• Reforms in HR policies to train and build a cohesive force levels are to be encouraged
and also building capacities and capabilities towards modernisation in achieving
cohesion. The whole PME, recruitment, talent management and retention models will
have to change.
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• Victory shall not be accomplished by winning battles alone but through persistent 
execution of integrated force levels and MDO bringing together tactical, operational, 
strategic actions, both kinetic and non-kinetic, with common unifying themes across 
different domains. 
 

• There is a need for a doctrinal shift in our mindset to keep pace with the speed of change.  
 
Structural Issues. The seminar witnessed discussion on a number of structrural issues and 
some of the major ones are listed below:- 
 
• The ARTRAC should set up a cell to look at all aspects of MDO in order to initiate a 

serious doctrinal debate about how MDOs will fit into our strategy. 
 

• Integrated structures for achieving a common operating picture through common 
networks, combat cloud for data sharing and communications by employing new 
generation DTs.  
 

• Integrated Theatre Commands need to be configured in consonance with the existing 
geographical layout of the theatres and the threat perception. 

 
• The synergised action of various domains requires a detailed analysis of the capabilities 

and organisational structures. In particular, while looking at integrated structures, our 
depth of analysis should go beyond Integrated Theatre Commands. 
 

• Civil-Military fusion, inter agency cross pollination, strategic partnerships and a whole of 
nation approach are critical for achieving cohesion in MDO. The need is for graduating 
from the DPP mindsets and adopting agile structures towards harnessing new generation 
disruptive technologies.  

 
• Home grown solutions in sync with Atmanirbhar Bharat initiative, have to be build fast 

and in a quick time frame. Structural changes to our approach towards PME to harness 
talent in the three services, should be thought of. 

 
• The construct of the joint task forces, need to be developed and synthesised to achieve 

cohesion. The composition of each task force needs to be planned and carefully executed.  
 

• The concept of MDO needs to be fielded in field formations, because unless field 
formations adopt and accept them, this concept will remain theoretical and will lose 
traction eventually. 

 
Strategic Issues. Some of the strategies necessitated due to the impact of the changing 
character of warfare are as under:- 
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• In view of the realistic assessment of the threat from Pakistan and China and the cross-
border terrorism, the strategy that India needs to follow is one of deterrence ―to deter
Pakistan from carrying out terrorist attacks against India, and to deter China from
asserting its border claims through military force.

• India also needs to review its doctrinal thinking about proactive strategy and the so-called
cold start strategy. The focus of deterrence is not the actual use of war but to create a
dilemma in the minds of opponents about the potential use of war.

• A deterrence strategy would also include issues like graduated escalation, escalation
control, bargaining strategy, defining success at each stage of escalation. This does not
however  mean that the armed forces do not prepare for an all-out conflict, there will be
situations where deterrence fails, but an all-out conflict in a strategy should be the last
option instead of the first option.

• Proficiency in strategic competition, capacity building in standoff deterrence &
leveraging the competition space, are three key dimensions of MDO―achieving
proficiency in these will enable one to penetrate the anti-access bubble if it escalates to a
full-fledged conflict.

• In the competition age, the integration of surveillance inputs from all domains and
sensors, driven by big data and processed by AI engines, will have to be nurtured to stay
ahead in the Observe, Orient, Decide and Act (OODA) loop. The potent employment of
cyber and space tools will give us the decisive edge.

• There is a need to develop proficiencies and skills to prevail in the strategic competition.
There is a need to shed the classical war and peace disposition and enhance cross-
governmental fusion to win aggressively in the competitive space. Building cross-
functional teams that thrive in ambiguity and chaos is pertinent

• The convergence of kinetic, non-kinetic means in all domains will help the military regain
superiority in achieving deterrence during standoff deterrence. Development of capacities
to strengthen our anti-access prowess is a necessity. It is also important to develop
proficiencies to overcome the adversary's anti-access capacities and to strengthen our
defensive framework in order to add punch to our offensive posture. Building capabilities
in cyber and space are extremely vital in achieving standoff deterrence.

• In the existing scenario, ‘boots on ground’ do matter especially as a deterrence to guard
our borders and in the conflict stage. The convergence of a joint force will be decisive in
achieving victory in MDO.
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• A typical MDO engagement which is enabled by low orbit technologies, a tri-service
combat cloud, a cyber strike, a swarm of offensive drones to take on the counter attacking
forces, are all predicated on smart convergence and innovating bundling of technologies.

• It is vital to build mutual trust through exercises with friendly foreign countries such as
QUAD. These moves does not require formal relationships and only requires
understanding each other better, training together, whenever possible, through
professional military education, exchanges, partnerships, liaisons and visits.

Conclusion 

The seminar has brought out several important lessons for the armed forces, like embracing 
multi- domain operations is the need of the hour and immediate actions need to be initiated to 
achieve convergence and coherence. The transformation will have to be driven by a change in 
strategic mindset, to adapt to the changing conceptual, structural, and cultural military needs 
and sensibilities, as also adjust to the skill and speed at which the transition is being made. 
Disruptive technologies will have to be adopted to stay ahead of the curve and achieve 
deterrence in the complex security environment.  



DETAILED REPORT 
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DETAILED REPORT 

The aspects enumerated as part of this report are based on the deliberations by the panellists. 
These do not necessarily conform to the views of the Centre for Land Warfare Studies 
(CLAWS) or that of the Indian Army or the Ministry of Defence, Government of India. 

‘Divya-Drishti 2021’ – The Annual Army seminar-cum-webinar was conducted jointly by 
CLAWS and the Indian Army on 11 February 2021 on the topic Multi-Domain Operations: 
Future of Conflicts in a hybrid format of seminar-cum-webinar.  

Objective of the Seminar-cum-Webinar. The objective of the Seminar-cum- Webinar is to 
re-examine and re-determine our doctrines, strategies and capabilities in multi-domain 
conflicts. 

Scope: The pertinent issues which were deliberated and discussed during the course of the 
seminar-cum-webinar were:- 

• Assessment of the global and regional geo-political situation, future threats,
challenges and India’s preparedness in multi-domain operations. 

• Concept of multi-domain operations and India’ military strategy in future
conflicts. 

• Enhancing jointness in multi-domain operations.

• Derive realistic strategies and concepts to guide convergence and integration
of capabilities across air, land, sea, space, cyber, and electromagnetic spectrum. 

• Importance of theaterisation in achieving convergence.

• Challenges in convergence of a joint force.

Modalities of Conduct 

Owing to COVID-19 restrictions, the event was conducted in a hybrid mode of seminar-cum-
webinar at the Chanakya Hall, CLAWS virtually on 17 February 2021. The seminar-cum-
webinar was attended by a wide segment of participants from the Indian Armed Forces, 
strategic community, veterans, academia and students.  
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Guest Speakers 

Chairpersons 

Speakers 

• Mr. Nitin A Gokhale, Media Entrepreneur and Strategic Affairs Analyst, India.

• Air Marshal Stuart Evans (Retd), UK, Former Dy Commander NATO, Allied Air
Command.

• Lt Gen D S Hooda, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, VSM** (Retd), Founder, Centre for
Strategic and Defence Research, India.

• Dr. Jeffrey M Reilly, Director, Joint Education and Joint all domain strategist
concentration department, Air Command Staff College, USA

• Air Marshal Anil Chopra, PVSM, AVSM, VM, VSM (Retd), Director General,
Centre for Air Power Studies, India

• Vice Admiral Anil Chopra, PVSM, AVSM (Retd), Distinguished Fellow, Centre for
Land Warfare Studies, India.

• Lt Gen (Dr.) Rakesh Sharma, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, VSM (Retd), Distinguished
Fellow, Centre for Land Warfare Studies, India.

• Lt Gen Raj Shukla, PVSM, YSM, SM, ADC, GoC-in-C, Army Training Command,
Indian Army.

Gen MM Naravane, PVSM, AVSM, 
SM, VSM, ADC 

Chief of the Army Staff and Patron CLAWS 

Lt Gen Rajinder Dewan, AVSM, VSM Director General, Strategic Planning and 
Chairman, Executive Council (CLAWS) 

Session I Lt Gen (Dr.) VK Ahluwalia PVSM, 
AVSM**, YSM, VSM (Retd) 

Director Centre for Land Warfare 
Studies (CLAWS), New Delhi 

Session II Lt Gen AK Singh, PVSM, AVSM, SM, 
VSM (Retd) 

Distinguished Fellow, Centre for 
Land Warfare Studies (CLAWS), 
New Delhi 

Session III Lt Gen Arun Kumar Sahni, PVSM, 
UYSM, SM, VSM (Retd) 

Distinguished Fellow, Centre for 
Land Warfare Studies (CLAWS), 
New Delhi 
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• Lt Gen Ranbir Singh,  PVSM,  AVSM**, YSM,  SM, (Retd), Distinguished Fellow,
Centre for Land Warfare Studies, India.

• Col Daniel S. Roper (Retd), Director  of National  Security  Studies  for  the
Association  of  the United  States  Army.

• Lt Gen Gurmit Singh, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, VSM (Retd), Distinguished Fellow,
Centre for Land Warfare Studies, India.
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INAUGURAL SESSION 

Welcome Address by DG SP and Chairman Executive Council, CLAWS 

Lt Gen Rajinder Dewan, AVSM, VSM 
Director General, Strategic Planning and Chairman, Executive Council (CLAWS) 

Lt Gen Rajinder Dewan, AVSM, VSM, Director General of Strategic Planning, started his 
welcome address by stressing on the importance of Multi-Domain Operations (MDO) in 
major strategic and operational grounds. The DG SP traced the history of MDO back to the 
USA, which evolved due to the rise of revisionist powers who chose to exploit the conditions 
of the operational environment without resorting to armed conflict. 

The essential components of MDO includes cyber, space and outer space, electromagnetic, 
special operations, and psychological warfare, amongst other traditional domains of land, air 
and sea. Wherein, these components shall provide commanders with numerous options for 
executing simultaneous and sequential operations and to present multiple dilemmas to an 
adversary, thereby gaining influence and control over the operational environment. The 
contemporary warfare is morphed and bears little resemblance to the state versus state 
conflicts that the forces are well acquainted with. 

Drawing lessons from the recently concluded/ongoing conflicts, nations have employed 
asymmetrical means. Adopting the Gerasimov doctrine, the Russians have successfully 
conducted MDO to pursue their objectives in Estonia, Georgia, Crimea, and Ukraine, where 
political, diplomatic, and cyber domains were exploited to shape indigenous and international 
opinion. In Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict, the drone warfare, psychological, and informational 
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domains were ingeniously exploited to ensure capitulation of both the Armenian Armed 
Forces and the local populace. 
 
The trends of future warfare will involve three competitions: geo-strategic, geo-political, and 
geo-economic. The world order is undergoing tremendous upheaval, which is evident with 
the hyper-nationalist USA, belligerent China, and a weakened Europe. The dynamics and 
events in Israel-Palestine, Iran- Saudi Arabia-UAE, and Pakistan-Turkey are unprecedented. 
Therefore, in such an indeterminate geo-political quagmire, the utility of hard power is 
undergoing a rapid transformation.  
 
In the Indian context, there has been a significant shift in global dynamics in South Asia and 
the Indian Ocean region. Many challenges are faced due to the creation of the Strategic 
Support Force with the inherent integration of cyberspace, EW, electromagnetic, and a host 
of technologies to conduct ‘intelligentised’ warfare. The DG also underlined the concerted 
collusive efforts made by our western neighbors to prosecute a proxy war as a concocted part 
of a greater strategy, while the military is one of the many instruments used. 
 
In the same context, the DG highlighted that, complexities of conflict shall guide the forces 
towards revisiting its doctrines and strategies to prepare for future wars. Further elaborating 
the point, he opined that the MDO concept is a pathway by which combat forces of the future 
will weaponise themselves, relative to the contingency they are tasked to address. The DG 
made an important point by stating that, rather than attempting to address the contingency 
with arms at disposal instead, “we have to choose between fighting the fight that fits one's 
weapons, and then make weapons to fit the fight”. Therefore, stating the need to transcend 
limitations that weapon systems traditionally imposed on tactics and doctrine. 
 
The DG SP re-assured that, the Army’s capability development strategy is not cast in stone, 
but it is constantly being reviewed and revisited to align with the paradigms of MDO. He 
highlighted the creation of the Integrated Theatre Command, Cyber and Space Agencies, 
Armed Forces Special Operations Division, IBGisation, and ICATS as steps towards that 
direction. The DG concluded his statements by stating a critical point that today's armed 
forces are at crossroads. The reliance on attrition, firepower, and mechanised warfare had 
earlier led to our successes. However, he cautioned that these measures alone cannot win 
future wars. Finally, he argues to wedge the shortcomings, and that the forces must guide 
convergence and integration across different domains. 
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  Inaugural Address by Chief of the Army Staff & Patron, CLAWS 

Gen MM Naravane, PVSM, AVSM, SM, VSM, ADC  
Chief of the Army Staff and Patron, CLAWS 

General MM Naravane, PVSM, AVSM, SM, VSM, ADC alluded to his opening remarks 
given at the “Pragyan Conclave 2020”- the Indian Army International Seminar held last year, 
which had discussed the various nuances of the rapidly changing character of war. He noted 
the pandemic's disruptive powers and emphasised that the pandemic's true impact was yet to 
be ascertained. 

The COAS remarked that large platforms, which were once the mainstay of the 20thcentury 
battlefield i.e. the main battle tanks, manned fighter aircraft, and large surface ships, are being 
rendered relatively less significant in the face of emerging battlefield challenges in newer 
domains. Drawing lessons from recent conflicts, the COAS stated about the very imaginative 
and offensive use of drones in Idlib and the Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict―whereby, 
the traditional prima-donnas of the battlefields such as the tanks, the artillery, and even the 
dug-in infantry were challenged. The unprecedented effects on the doctrinal cycles are 
being driven by the advent of newer disruptive technologies. It may not be inaccurate 
to infer technology to be steadily emerging as a core combat capability. He re-assured 
that several issues related to future capabilities are steadily being inducted into the Indian 
Army and the structures and capabilities are being consolidated towards winning future wars.  
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The COAS enumerated on the applicability of MDO in the Indian context and the drivers 
behind the concept of multi-domain operations. Elaborating on this subject, he stated that our 
adversaries had studied the attributes and weaknesses of western style militaries in war 
fighting for years. The Indian Armed Forces themselves, having been schooled in many of 
these precepts, and therefore have developed stratagems to expand the same. Even as our 
armed forces focus on fine-tuning operational preparedness in hardcore kinetics, the 
adversaries have been focusing their energies in the ambiguous grey zone seeking to 
outmanoeuvre us in competitive spaces, all short of an all-out conflict.  Our forces have fixed 
our gauge on building core capacities in land, sea, and air, while the adversaries took the 
baton to the newer domains for space, cyber, and informatics.  
 
Citing an example of MDO, the COAS visualised a game of football being played between 
two teams. On one side, the team is playing soccer, or European-style football, an orderly 
game which is played strictly by the book. On the other hand, the other team also prepares for 
football, but of a different kind i.e. the American style Rugby wherein the players are clad in 
protective gear. American football is often known to be intensely physical and complex, 
becoming difficult to make out who has the advantage in the ongoing tussle. He mentioned 
the changes such as the size of the balls, scoring, etc. Similarly, the latter symbolises the 
complex and ambiguous character of emerging warfare. The COAS remarked that there is 
little doubt about who will win in such a contest, and he stressed that the first team better 
change and change fast. 
 
Elaborating on the concept of MDO, he stated that MDO is still evolving. Thereby, he 
outlined four key postulates that exemplify the concept of MDO:- 
 

• Combat is no longer confined to traditional domains but is expanding steadily to 
the newer domains of cyberspace, the electromagnetic spectrum, and the digital 
spaces. To win future wars, mere mastery of the traditional domains of land, sea, 
and air will no longer suffice.  
 

• The need to address threats posed by new actors, both in kinetic and non-kinetic 
spaces, in multi-domain operations.  

 
• The adversary has expanded the contest to the grey zone. There is a dire need for 

modern militaries to be as proficient in competition and in hardcore kinetics. As 
nations are engaged in constant competition, even though they may not be in 
conflict, there is a need to develop proficiencies and skills to prevail in this 
strategic competition. There is a need to shed the classical war and peacetime 
disposition and enhance cross-governmental fusion to win aggressively in the 
competitive space. Building cross-functional teams that thrive in ambiguity and 
chaos, is pertinent. 
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• There is a need to address the growing challenges posed by adversaries in 
standoff deterrence. Development of capacities to strengthen our anti-access 
prowess is a necessity. It is also important to develop proficiencies to overcome 
the adversary's anti-access capacities and to strengthen our defensive framework 
in order to add punch to our offensive posture. Therefore, as an operational 
concept, MDO influences both force structuring and capability development, 
which impacts our future training and preparation for war. MDO necessitates 
integration and convergence of capabilities across all domains to gain control 
over the operational environment. The Defence Cyber Agency and the Defence 
Space Agency's establishment, underscores the intent to leverage these new 
domains of warfare. 

 
The COAS alluded to a typical MDO engagement in the future Indian scenario. He 
elaborated that, multiple capacities across many domains will enable an MDO engagement of 
a combat group assault on enemy dispositions. The high space UAV systems and investments 
in low orbit technologies shall provide the combat group commander complete transparency 
of the enemy in battlespace through real-time, persistent surveillance. This could be 
complemented by a SU-30 reconnaissance mission, hours earlier, with the imagery of key 
enemy dispositions uploaded into a Tri-Service Cloud for instant retrieval. A cyber strike, as 
part of reparative bombardment, shall disable enemy radars, command and control systems, 
and electronic warfare systems. Therefore, having achieved complete mastery over the 
battlespace in terms of visual transparency and electromagnetic spectrum domination, the 
kinetics shall then be unleashed. As the traditional fire and manoeuvre elements of the 
combat groups launch with physical assaults, a swarm of offensive drones based on 
autonomous artificial intelligence-enabled along with edge computing and distributed 
intelligence, shall move 25 kilometers in-depth to neutralise mechanised enemy columns that 
would be moving for a counterattack. Through a smart convergence and the innovative 
bundling of technologies across multiple domains the combat group shall achieve its mission 
with surgical precision, and many compressed timeframes and at fractional costs. 
 
The COAS mentioned about the swarm drone offensive, striking multiple targets showcased 
during the Army Day Parade 2021. Swarms can overwhelm and effectively suppress the 
enemy's air defence capability, creating windows of opportunities for the strike elements. It is 
also no longer necessary to score a physical hit to destroy a target; the offensive capabilities 
in the digital domain can effectively neutralise satellites and networks, thereby denying them 
at a critical juncture to alter the course of the conflict decisively. The swarm drone 
demonstration was a message to adversaries that the Indian Army is steadily inducting niche 
capabilities to enhance the combat proficiencies in multi-domain operations. Concurrently, 
the forces are also working towards penetrating our adversaries' anti-access bubble by 
investing in long-range vectors and through the smart leveraging of our aircraft and aerial 
platforms.  
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The COAS stated that, MDO is founded on integration and convergence and the CDS and 
DMA framework is indeed a huge step forward. However, there still is a long way to go in 
the domain of jointness and integration. MDO task forces will have to be interoperable and 
the forces' require to transform rapidly for full-scale integration into the digital era of combat. 
Cross-governmental fusion and complete dissolution of interagency and civil-military silos is 
an important tenet of MDO. 
 
Addressing the situation along the Northern and Western borders, the COAS emphasised on 
the hard reality regarding the persistence of legacy challenges that have not gone away and 
are growing in speed and intensity, although newer threats remain on the horizon. The COAS 
re-assured that, while the Indian Army shall continue to prepare and adapt to the future, the 
more proximate real and present dangers on our active borders cannot be ignored; the 
deployment of ‘boots on the ground’ cannot be wished away. The principal challenge is to 
grow the capability enhancements in an era of finite budgets and added that the structures, 
inventories, and human resources will need to adapt and transform accordingly. 
 
The ability to initiate change and sustain transformation would be the first step in a successful 
embrace of multi-domain capacity. The future lies in becoming agile, smart and innovative in 
thought and action. The COAS re-emphasised the ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ call of Hon’ble 
Prime Minister, and stated that the capability development roadmap of the Indian Army is 
aligned to this vision― combined with concurrent force structuring and force rebalancing 
initiatives. He emphatically stated that the Army is evolving into a modern and highly skilled 
force, fully capable of safeguarding our national interests.  
 
The COAS ended his remarks with a note of caution. He opined that for MDO to truly take 
root, there is a need to significantly grow the understanding and cultivation of convergence 
and disruption in technologies. Else, the MDO capacities, in true sense, will prove elusive. 
The COAS remarked about similar concepts envisioned in the past like net-centric warfare 
and the full spectrum dominance, which failed to grow to their full potential because the 
associated technological possibilities did not occur. He finally stressed the need to note such 
pitfalls and act with greater resolve if MDO has to become a reality in the Indian context. 
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COMMENDATION CEREMONY 

Award Winners with  DG SP, Director CLAWS  and 

Dy Director CLAWS 

The commendation/presentation ceremony was conducted to honour three of our former 
colleagues Ms. Kanchana Ramanujam, Ms. Tejusvi Shukla and Ms. Anashwara Ashok for 
their notable contributions in national security and strategic studies. Lt Gen Rajinder Dewan, 
AVSM, VSM, DG SP presented the awards. 

• Ms. Kanchana Ramanujam was a research assistant at CLAWS from 2018 to
2020. Presently, she is an Assistant Professor at Rashtriya Raksha University, Gujarat. 
The certificate was presented to her in recognition of her outstanding contribution at 
CLAWS through various publications and projects on Pakistan and West Asia. 

• Ms. Tejusvi Shukla was a research assistant at CLAWS from 2018 to 2020
and presently she is preparing for various competitive examinations. The certificate of 
appreciation was presented in recognition of her notable contribution in two research 
papers on battling cartographic aggression against India and on India’s Medical 
Diplomacy. 

• Ms. Anashwara Ashok was a research assistant at CLAWS from 2019 to 2020.
Presently, she is preparing for various competitive exams. The certificate of 
appreciation was presented in recognition of her outstanding contribution in writing 
two reports: One, on human rights and the other on assessment of non-quantifiable 
parameters of security and governance in Kashmir post abrogation of Article 370. 





SESSION I: FUTURE THREATS AND CHALLENGES: 
INDIA’S PREPAREDNESS  IN MULTI- DOMAIN 

OPERATIONS

Sub Theme 1: India’s Regional Security Challenges 

Sub Theme 2: Concept of War fighting in MDO 

Sub Theme 3: Indian Military Strategy in Future Conflicts 
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SESSION I: FUTURE THREATS AND CHALLENGES: INDIA’S 
PREPAREDNESS IN MULTI-DOMAIN OPERATIONS 

 
 

Opening Remarks by the Chairperson 
 

 
 

Lt Gen (Dr.) VK Ahluwalia PVSM, AVSM**, YSM, VSM (Retd) 
Director  CLAWS 

 
The session was chaired by Lt Gen (Dr.) VK Ahluwalia, Director CLAWS, who 
commenced the session by defining ‘Divya-Drishti’ as “the vision that policy makers and 
warriors must have to foresee the threats and challenges of the future, and thereafter 
proactively formulate doctrines, strategies, war fighting concepts and organisational 
structures to deal with the threats effectively”. 
 
On the factors that lead to conflict, the General opined that geopolitics and growing economic 
tensions between the great powers, competition for natural resources, the fourth industrial 
revolution, disruptive technologies, environmental degradation, the role of cyber, space, 
electromagnetic warfare, electronic warfare, information & psychological warfare and 
proliferation of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons (NBCWs) etc., are the main 
catalysts and proliferating factors which contributes in the escalation of hostilities. While 
defining the wide spectrum of warfare, General Ahluwalia quoted excerpts from the book 
Unrestricted Warfare and stated that, “from a computer room or from the trading floor of a 
stock exchange, a lethal attack on a foreign country can be launched from anywhere. Where 
is the battlefield?  The battlefield is everywhere!” 
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Therefore, there are three principal aspects with regard to futuristic warfare:- 
  

• Threats and challenges of the future. The 4IR has contributed profoundly to the 
revolutionisation of the character of war in the future. Most countries today have 
shifted their focus to artificial intelligence and disruptive technologies with a view to 
gain an advantage over their adversaries. This has led to the emergence of information 
and data as new strategic weapons of the future, which resulted in the vulnerability of 
communication networks, both in the commercial and the military spheres. However, 
there is a threat of exposure to cyber-attacks and espionage. Similarly, fourth 
industrial revolution has led to the progressive weaponisation and militarisation of 
space; thus, establishing a new arena for future conflicts.  
 

• Multi-Domain Operations (MDO). As MDO has become inclusive of new domains 
such as cyber, space and information, yet the roles of other elements of national 
power are equally critical in order to successfully contribute to the conflicts in the 
future. This includes political, economic, trade, investment, information and 
psychological warfare. These sub-domains characterise MDO of the future. The 
development and utilisation of asymmetric capabilities like cyber, missionaries, 
mercenaries, private military companies (PMCs) and precision-guided munitions 
(PGMs), all these are now parts of future warfare. 
 

• Lessons from conflict in West Asia & North Africa (WANA) region. The conflicts in 
the WANA region are indicators of futuristic warfare and have acted as a conveyor of 
trends that are likely to be visible in the future. The role of regional and extra-regional 
powers, non-state actors, private military companies, rebels as well as proxy forces 
have been made a note of. The employment of drones, PGMs and loitering munitions 
have already been seen in the Azerbaijan-Armenia conflict last year. This conflict has 
also brought to the fore, the growing vulnerability of traditional land units and 
formations. Lastly, there is a need to integrate the land-based fire-support systems 
with air defence and drones, at the tactical level, to establish air dominance in the 
future. The integration of these platforms shall result in the establishment of 
effectiveness on the battlefield and successful conduct of operations. The General 
concluded by stating that “there is a need to change our mindset and to keep pace 
with the speed of change”.  
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Sub Theme 1: India’s Regional Security Challenges 
 

 
Mr. Nitin A Gokhale 

Media Entrepreneur and Strategic Affairs Analyst, India 
 
Mr. Nitin Gokhale stated that, the traditional threats are ever-present and shall not go away. 
India is part of a volatile neighbourhood. Given that India, China and Pakistan, all possess 
nuclear weapons and both China and Pakistan exhibit an adversarial relation with India; the 
collusivity between China and Pakistan and Chinese support to Pakistan in all domains 
―military, diplomatic, and economic― compels India to be even more cautious. Both these 
nations have had a history of naked aggression against India. Although a full-fledged war 
with India is a far-fetched idea, yet the adversaries will continue to chip away at India in 
various domains. This threat will only spread to new domains and increase in the future. 
India’s geographical location vis-à-vis the Indian Ocean Region (IOR), which is the 
playground of the 21st century ‘Great Game’ compels it to be ever watchful. The contestation 
between the United States ―a non-resident power in the region and China in the South China 
Sea― is a reality. India should be careful to maintain a balance between engaging China 
bilaterally and its relationship as a part of the QUAD. The increasing forays by the People’s 
Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) in the IOR have brought in new threats in the region because 
the primacy of the Indian Navy and that of the United States is being challenged on a daily 
basis. Apart from this, the threat of drugs, human trafficking, and piracy is going to be ever-
present in the IOR. No war-no peace situations, similar to the one existing along the LC in 
J&K, shall be prevalent in the future. In the case of China, the pin pricks on the LAC shall 
continue unabated and increasingly become an example of a ‘no war-no peace situation’. The 
effectiveness of MDO shall prove to be vital for prevailing in such circumstances. In this 
regard, the two major challenges faced by the Indian subcontinent are: the collusive threat of 
China and Pakistan and the balancing between China and the QUAD.  
 
As modern day conflicts have no set beginning or end, therefore there will not be any clear 
‘victor’, as was the case during the 1971 war and the Kargil conflict. This is because the 
nature of conflicts have changed. Therefore, modern day militaries have to multi-task. In this 
ear where conventional wars will be rare, the focus will be on readiness and preparedness for 
non-contact wars. Thus, most tensions will be below the threshold of a full-scale war. With 
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inclusion of new domains, new skills and expertise are required for the armed forces. The 
armed forces have to be mobile, agile, tech-savvy and not just driven by valour. 
 
Similarly, there has been an addition of threats in multiple domains, which are non-traditional 
and which poses a new challenge to national security decision makers. These includes cyber, 
space, disinformation, propaganda, CBRNS and internal migration. Therefore, a new age 
soldier that is the millennial soldier, will have to be intellectually flexible, trained in 
interdisciplinary skills and be digitally empowered. Today, the ability to master the 
information warfare landscape is key, as it is crucial for successful conduct of operations. 
 

Sub Theme 2: Concept of War fighting in MDO 
 

 
 

Air Marshal Stuart Evans (Retd) 
Former Deputy Commander NATO, Allied Air Command 

 
 

 
Air Marshal Stuart Evans started his presentation by articulating that the term MDO has 
become part of the military lexicon. However, despite a great amount of literature by 
principal figures across the world, none of the NATO nations and arguably even the US does 
not have a definitive concept of MDO. This conceptual ambiguity results in MDO being 
interpreted in different ways. The focus is on service specific solutions rather than an 
altruistic, joint government approach to realise the benefits of MDO. 
 
General Martin E Dempsey, the 18th  Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the US argued 
that, MDO is what comes after jointness. But there is some confusion over whether MDO 
represents an ambition to enhance jointness or whether first there needs to be enhanced 
jointness to deliver MDO. US’ adoption of the term Joint All-Domain Command and Control 
(JADC2) adds to this complexity. Most MDO contributors appear to agree that it should be 
considered as a journey ― an overall approach to drive more effective joint integration, 
across all domains, between all levels of warfare, across governments and with our allies. 
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The drivers behind MDO and the challenges faced while developing a set of principles can be 
a subject of analysis. The so-called  ‘threat’ in the evolving strategic environment is generally 
agreed to involve large-scale high intensity warfare by a near-peer competitor who is able to 
contest in all of the operating environments at a high tempo, but in consonance with the 
concepts of other elements of national power. The challenge is that the technological edge 
continues to be eroded, it is unlikely that there will be a numerical advantage and it is 
increasingly difficult to hide significant military deployments. The activity described as 
‘grey-zone’ or sub-threshold or even ‘hybrid conflict’ ― terms which re-label the age old 
application of non-military tactics to exert influence on another nation― also needs to be 
considered. Not only do nations agree on the manifestation of this threat, but the alliance is 
already configuring itself to enable military support to this ongoing, continuous competitive 
environment. 
 
Another challenge faced is that the armed forces’ existing structures and processes remain 
configured with industrial age warfare. But the information age is already upon us― 
something that our potential opponents have been keen to exploit. Battlespace expansion is 
taken to extremes in cyberspace where reach can effectively be global, reducing the 
distinction between forward and rear based activity. There needs to be an honest appraisal of 
whether efforts to deliver fully joint operations have been achieved. This indicates that any 
MDO concept must be based on taking jointness to the next level. The following core issues 
are required to be resolved for a holistic and true implementation of MDO:- 
 

● Need for Jointly Agreed View. If we are to overcome the challenges within our 
strategic environment, we are going to require radical and often uncomfortable 
solutions involving ‘acceptance of risk and failure’. Most NATO nations continue to 
admire the challenges. But the US Army and the USAF are forging ahead with the 
JADC2 experimentation, although notable, the US Navy sees MDO as something it 
does on an everyday basis. There has been some inter-service effort in the US on 
these and other strands but convergence of separate conceptual approaches is a later 
part of overall plans. 
 

● Integration. Conceptual thinking recognises that domain and capability integration 
has to be the foundation of an MDO approach. MDO is arguably more than 
responding to a hostile event in one domain with an effect in another. Even making 
traditional areas such as air-land integration more efficient, might not be a sufficient 
solution. It should perhaps instead seek to offer the ability to use an increasing range 
of responses from, through and within different domains including the newer ones 
described previously, to allow the expansion of the range of options available to 
commanders and keep any adversary guessing about what the reaction may be. 
 

● Decision Superiority.      Decision superiority aims to identify and exploit what could 
be increasingly fleeting windows of superiority or overmatch in one domain to allow 
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delivery of effect in another. This must be allowed with an ability to create more 
effective synergies across the domains to focus effects at critical locations, faster and 
more effectively than our opponents can identify them and react. For instance, UK’ 
thinking in this area, discusses an updated version of Boyd’s OODA Loop operating 
at number of different levels around the core themes of sense, understanding and 
orchestration.  
 

● Conceptualisation to Delivery. How do we turn these concepts to delivery? US 
efforts are already examining how to better integrate capabilities across the domains 
by delivering the JADC2 to employ them. This includes digital air-land integration 
and how technology including real-time virtual displays can drive efficiencies in areas 
like rapid targeting, battlespace clearance and allocation of multi-domain fires. Given 
the operational level focus of joint operations, a key conceptual consideration would 
be the C2 structures we need to orchestrate in such multi-domain campaigns. This will 
probably require more than simple bulk-on upgrades to existing structures. Decision-
making architectures and the processes must be redesigned around an increasing 
range of technical capabilities to manage an ever more complex battlespace. 
Advanced digital technologies such as AI, synthetic environments and virtual displays 
could even allow many HQ functions or entities to be distributed or dispersed, if they 
can be linked by secure and robust network architectures. NATO’s concerns over its 
large static HQ structures has driven thinking about a federated approach. Even with 
such digital augmentation, operational war fighting will continue to require a human 
input. This probably requires further study into socio-technological balance within our 
decision-making structures. MDO are likely to command war fighting joint 
commanders and staff with the knowledge and skills to understand capability of 
systems across multiple domains. Commanders within individual domains will 
probably also need an instinctive ability, to manoeuvre across the seams to other 
domains and into other domains. 
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Sub Theme 3: Indian Military Strategy in Future Conflicts 
 

 
 

Lt Gen DS Hooda, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, VSM** (Retd) 
                      Co-Founder, Centre for Strategic and Defence Research, India 
 
Lt Gen DS Hooda stated that, in crafting a strategy which is India specific, we must 
realistically look at the following core aspects:- 
 
Types of Threat faced by India. The foremost threat that India faces is that of Pak-
sponsored terrorism. This threat is associated with terrorism emanating from Pakistan, that 
has much larger dimension and which could lead India into a larger conflict. The second 
threat is that of an unsettled border with China. It is increasingly being noticed that China is 
using the unsettled borders to forcibly assert its claims. It is becoming much more assertive. 
What is happening along the LAC, is also part of a larger geo-political competition that is 
playing out for supremacy in Asia. These are attempts by China to establish its regional 
hegemony, before it goes on to challenge the superpower (US). 
 
What are India’s Military Objectives? India does not have any national objectives that 
requires it to engage in large scale offensive operations to achieve its political aims. 
Therefore, to counter the aforementioned two threats, the strategy that it needs to follow is 
one of deterrence ― to deter Pakistan from carrying out terrorist attacks against India, and to 
deter China from asserting its border claims through military force. India also needs to review 
its doctrinal thinking about proactive strategy, and the ‘cold start strategy’ ―where you go 
from absolute peace to a full-scale war in about 48 to 72 hrs. Therefore, if there is a 
consensus that a more nuanced strategy of deterrence is a better option for India, then it is 
time to start a doctrinal debate about deterrence. The focus of deterrence is not the actual use 
of war but to create a dilemma in the minds of opponents about the potential use of war. A 
deterrence strategy would also include issues like graduated escalation, escalation control, 
bargaining strategy, and defining success at each stage of escalation. This does not mean that 
the armed forces do not prepare for an all-out conflict― there will be situations where 
deterrence will fail, but an all-out conflict in a strategy should be the last option instead of the 
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first option. At each stage of the strategy, India needs to look at newer domains like cyber 
and information and how these can be applied to strengthen the deterrence strategy. 
 
What Capabilities does India currently Possess?   The synergised action of various 
domains requires a detailed analysis of the capabilities and organisational structures. The 
Indian Armed Forces are progressively looking at capability building in their respective 
areas, but cross-cutting domains and areas like cyber, space, electronic warfare, information 
dominance are still lacking. An in-depth analysis of Indian Armed Forces’ organisational 
structures shall reveal if India is geared up enough to take advantage of MDO. Unless there is 
an integration of organisational structures, it is difficult to apply multiple domains in a 
cohesive manner. In particular, while looking at integrated structures, our depth of analysis 
should go beyond Integrated Theatre Commands. The seamless sharing of information across 
domains needs to exist at each organisational level. This shall result in a greater 
understanding of the complementary functioning of multiple domains together. 
 
Recommendations. The ARTRAC should set up a cell to look at all aspects of MDO in 
order to initiate a serious doctrinal debate about how MDO will fit into our strategy. The first 
thing that cell shall be required to do is define that domain. There is no current governmental 
understanding of what the various domains are. We must start by defining the domain, we 
must look at doctrines, we must look at our strategy for MDO, we need to review our 
organisational structures and the ways of sharing information together? These are areas where 
a serious look needs to be given by the ARTRAC to set up some kind of a cell, which would 
impact India’s foray into MDO seriously. 
 

 
 

Session I: Felicitation to Speakers by Lt Gen AK Singh (Retd)   
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SESSION II: ENHANCING JOINTNESS IN MULTI- DOMAIN 
OPERATIONS 

 
Opening Remarks by the Chairperson 

 

 
 

Lt Gen AK Singh,  PVSM, AVSM, SM, VSM (Retd) 
Distinguished Fellow, CLAWS 

 
Lt Gen AK Singh began by stating that, when he was putting his thoughts together on 
'Enhancing jointness in multi-domain operations (MDOs)’, two keywords ―'Jointness' and 
'Integration' ― caught his attention. Jointness is the forces' ability to work together while 
pertaining to their own identity in a different size, which the Indian Armed Forces have been 
trying to achieve for decades. While it was possible to follow this model in the 20th century, 
the 21st  century multi-domain battlespace calls for greater integration rather than only 
jointness. On the other hand, integration refers to the formal combination of constituent 
elements into a single structure, which the Indian Armed Forces are hoping to achieve over 
the next few years through integrated theatre and fully integrated operational commands. 
Individual expertise, aspiration, and turfs still play an essential role, and therefore, in the 
foreseeable future, one will find crisscrossing of both integration and jointness.  
 
Over a period, cross-domain synergy has become a sign of success for field force 
commanders to achieve operational aims and objectives. Domains are those areas that are 
exclusively controlled by a single organisational entity. In military terms, multi-domain 
would include the additional domains of land, sea, air space, electromagnetic spectrum, and 
cyber, to which one could include informational and cognitive domains. Simply elaborating, 
cross-domain implies that a force should be capable of operating effectively in any domain, 
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and in doing so it should enhance the operational effectiveness of other domains. The US 
Department of Defense Joint Operational Access Concept (JOAC) elaborates that cross-
domain synergy creates and exploits symmetrical advantages inherent in a joint force― the 
airpower to defeat naval assets, naval power to neutralise air defence, ground force to 
neutralise air defence, ground force to neutralise land threats from air and the navy, and cyber 
operations to defeat the aerospace system. A joint force certainly facilitates cross-domain 
synergy, but a single service should also have cross-domain capabilities to some extent. 
Future wars should essentially take place in multi-domains, possibly by joint forces. The 
MDOs also require each service to expand its area of responsibility, which was traditionally 
the sole domain of another service. The US, Russia, Israel, and China, to name a few, already 
have a joint integrated structure that facilitates cross-domain synergy on a multi-domain 
battlefield. We, in India have embarked on this challenging route only recently, and much 
work needs to be done, but our forces needs to focus on their core expertise, including the 
new military domains, rather than becoming muddled with domains that lie under different 
departments of the government. 
 
 

Sub Theme 1: Achieving Jointness in MDO 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr. Jeffrey M  Reilly 
Director, Joint Education and Joint all Domain Strategist Concentration Department 

 
 

Dr. Jeffrey Reilly began by stating that it is imperative to understand the difference between 
joint operations and multi-domain operations (MDO). Joint operations are about additive 
service capabilities designed to achieve collaboration, cooperation between services, and  
military departments. Multi-domain operations, in contrast, are an advanced manoeuvre 
theory as characterised by Complexities, Speed and Precision. MDO are executed in 
sophisticated schemes of manoeuvre, which are composed of combination of domains. 
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Evolution of Access to the Domains. Since 1175 BCE, technology has given us access to 
several other domains. About 400-600 years ago, technology gave us access to the maritime 
domain. Access to the air domain was achieved when, in 1903, two bicycle mechanics flew 
for 12 seconds. In 1957 when the Soviet Union sent up two satellites - Sputnik 1 and Sputnik 
2 - access to space was achieved. There is another domain – the Electromagnetic Spectrum. It 
will govern all our advanced technologies and monitor the conduct of operations. It is going 
to have a significant impact on future wars. 
 
What is a Domain? The definition of domain needs clear understanding. The definition that 
the United States Army follows is that “It is an area of activity in which operations are 
organised and conducted”. However, the common definition is “Critical macro manoeuvre 
space whose access or control is vital to the freedom of action and superiority required by the 
mission”. It is essential to relate the two manoeuvre theories to carry out an effective 
operation.  
 
Continuum of Domains. The continuum is a whole and what it means is that, when one 
domain is prioritised, it will impact the other domain. Interrelated to the concept are several 
other variables that revolve around access and interdependency. Moreover, the exploitation of 
interdependencies between domains is preserving the interdependencies between them. This 
construct is a very simplistic example and very linear, but it is not very easy. The 
electromagnetic spectrum enables space which enables air, land, and maritime domains to 
function. The key focus is on convergence and continuous integration of all the domains 
across time and space. The focal point will be on interdependencies because when attacked, 
those interdependencies collapse the system. When that collapses the system, the adversary is 
in a decision paralysis. 
 
Fight for Electromagnetic Spectrum. Many are of the view that the electromagnetic 
spectrum is not a domain but cyberspace is. It is essential to understand that if one controls 
the electromagnetic spectrum, then one automatically has control on electronic warfare and 
cyberspace.  
 
Human Domain – The Ultimate Objective. The Human Domain is very controversial; it is 
believed that there is an information domain, a cognitive domain, and the human factor. In 
actuality, the individual is seeing three different parts, however, it is usually a combination. 
In this context, information is the tool, therefore, choose it directly or indirectly, through 
kinetic or non-kinetic means. It is sent into a cognitive pathway to create one to five primary 
effects:- 
 

• Psychological Effect 
• Physical Effect 
• Functional effect  
• Systemic effect 
• Temporal effect 
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To create behavioural changes in a specific focal point within the human domain, oriented on 
either leaders or organisations, the primary thing that is done is to deter, compel, or leverage 
the situation. 
 
The Multi- Domain Foundation for Deep Neural Network. The focus is to move to deep 
neural networks to help stay ahead of the complexities. Deep neural networks are composed 
of the input-process and output. In a way, it is synchronising the objectives looking at the 
adversary, at various times, distance, and finally, at the risk. Hence, charting out the 
operational action is required; it will provide commanders critical passes. Embedded into 
these critical spots or algorithms would help to optimise satellites for operation. If one moves 
a satellite from Africa today to the Indian Ocean, it will probably take a month; if it is a 
signal satellite, it may split the beams and cover parts of Africa and the Indian Ocean. Those 
are contextual elements embedded in algorithms that are in this framework. At the bottom, 
very importantly, the other factors that affect military operations can also be included. In this 
context, the staff should also be helping the commander develop focused decisions. 
 
JADO Decision Support Matrix: Pre-Planned and Emergent Opportunity Decisions. 
There is an example of the Decision Support Matrix used in Iraq, Afghanistan, and many 
places. It has a decision point, a named area of interest where one will confirm or deny the 
specific course of action that one may or may not take. The CJTF actions come out in 
warning orders and things of that nature that can be pre- computed. Further, to know about an 
adversary's primary assumptions―where he will take the risk, the decisions that come out of 
those assumptions and finally to find the adversary commander's critical information 
requirement. One can take over automatic control and shake the environment to get the 
adversary to make the decisions that best suits the friendly force. Also, it helps one to 
perform operational security and deception more effectively. There are two categories of 
decisions:- 
 

• Pre-planned is what one already knows what one has to perform. 
• Emerging opportunities are where one shapes the environment to get an adversary 

to perform through the skill and manoeuvre that one wants to execute. 
 
JADO-C4ISR 2025 Capability. Joint All Domain Operations (JADO) is currently called 
C4ISR. C4ISR is a system; in the US, it is called C2. C2 is not a perfect title because it stands 
for what one command and controls. It needs to be considered in terms of an entire system. If 
one does not have the computers and the communication systems, the intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance assets that one needs, then one is practically blind and 
cannot communicate. In the future, the biggest challenge to achieve convergence is to have 
digital information translated so that the data can be cross-populated in different systems and 
with accuracy. If one takes the decision support matrix that is described and places it on a 
deep neural network and provides its access to commanders, then either the information is 
pushed through them or they can pull in the information. 
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Sub Theme 2: Leveraging Air power and Space Domain in MDO 
 

 
 

Air Marshal Anil Chopra, PVSM, AVSM, VM, VSM (Retd) 
Director General, Centre for Air Power Studies (CAPS), India 

 
 

Air Marshal Anil Chopra stated that, the Army and Navy want to invest much more in 
airpower than in their integral tanks, ships, submarines, and aerospace. MDO has an exact 
origin stemming from the idea of DTs, and will change the character of warfare even more as 
they unfold in times to come. Although they are characterised by political, economic, 
informational, and military activities, but also they must remain operational short of war. The 
makeup of participants in military conflict is also broadening.  
 
The aircraft, satellites, ships and ground vehicles, all collect an abundance of information. 
Processing, analysing, and using that amount of data is the challenge, especially when one is 
factoring in multi-level security at which these systems operate. This, in a sense, is the basis 
of multi-domain operations. Thus, this selectively new war fighting concept is also called the 
Joint All-Domain Operation by synchronising the primary and crucial data sources with 
simplicity. MDO provides a complete picture of the battlespace and enables war fighters to 
make decisions that drive action quickly. MDO also allows commanders to quickly predict 
the adversary's next move and disrupt them at an exact level. This requires an interoperability 
solution with the full joint spectrum architecture using secure communication in a highly 
contested environment. It entails joint air domain, command & control, intelligence, 
surveillance and reconnaissance.   
 
There is a need for combined physical and electromagnetic common operational picture; 
artificial intelligence optimised ISR sensors through the collection of data. The system will 
advise the aircraft captain, a ground commander, or a radar controller and even autonomously 
update the aircraft routes based on the threats. This will need high performance computing 
and advanced software & hardware with embedded processing techniques to efficiently scale 
up hundreds of thousands of notes. MDO involve surface, marine surface, sub-surface, air, 
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space, missile force, cyber, electro-optical, and various other agencies, including the civilian 
government. The joint war fighting concept will bring all firepower, both kinetic and non-
kinetic, to help the military regain superiority in contested access-denied environment. MDO 
at the strategic level will require a specific task force. The Indo-Pacific command already has 
a multi-domain task force, and the US will have two more task forces that can be deployed 
anywhere in the world.  
 
MDO will be beyond the traditional air and land battle. Each domain in aerospace has a 
considerable role. The role and capability of aerospace power in support of the Army and 
Navy in terms of kinetic effect in close air support are well known. Space is the ultimate 
vantage point; the number of satellites being used for C4ISR is increasing exponentially. 
Over 40 per cent active satellites of the world are in low earth orbit (LEO). Space is much 
beyond connectivity and communication. It is for surveillance, battle assessment, command 
and control, navigation, synchronisation in time and space.  
 
Space-based laser electronic warfare can affect air and surface operations. We are looking at 
small satellites that can be launched in large numbers from a single launcher or aircraft. 
Space-based operations have the advantage of ambiguity because of difficulty in execution. 
Ambiguity is key to MDO and the advantage that satellites provide is influencing space and it 
makes another battleground. Targeting enemy’s C4SIR will affect their MDO. Denial of 
access to vital satellites needed for ISR communications, early warning, and navigation could 
affect the commander’s planning, decision-making, execution cycle and could cause 
operational ineffectiveness. Hence, there is a need to have kinetic and non-kinetic anti-
satellite capability. Space has a degree of vulnerability as the satellite is nearly impossible to 
hide and is visible to everybody, they move almost on predictable paths that cannot be easily 
changed, and adversaries can apply varieties of attack options, including kinetic strike 
―striking from the ground station, jamming the satellite, scuffling with links, using the 
directed energy to dazzle or partially blind the satellite. Sensors, command and control such 
as AEW&C aircraft, marine patrol aircraft, and aerostats will help create battle aerospace. 
They will also help exercise controlled defensive and offensive operations in the air, ground, 
and sea. An airborne platform could help create secure communication; airborne synthetic 
aperture radar and long-range high-accuracy cameras that will act as support in creating the 
big picture. 
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Sub Theme 3: Indian Ocean: Battlespace of Future 
 

 
Vice Admiral Anil Chopra, PVSM, AVSM (Retd) 

Distinguished Fellow, CLAWS 
 

Vice Admiral Anil Chopra opined that, it is essential to comment on MDO from the sea 
point of view. In today's world, the Navy of any nation, reasonably healthy, can strike deep 
inland from any direction of it’s convenience and subsequently submerge. Conversely, one 
can hit a ship by maritime strike aircraft or land-based missile, but it is not the same thing 
because it is mobile and the medium is opaque. MDO at sea has four domains and three 
enablers. The sea and land domain have been there since antiquity. The Indian Navy has 
employed SATCOM and data link for almost 40 years, and has been part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, space, and cyber enabler. In recent years, the 'unmanned maritime 
system' has increased manifold on and in the sea. It is not just about UAVs (Unmanned 
Aerial vehicles) and drones but also about USV (Unmanned Surface Vehicle) and UUV 
(Unmanned Undersea Vehicle). All these are integrated into network naval ships and fleets― 
a much difficult task to achieve.  
 
MDO has been conceived today as a fundamental extension of air-land battle. The Navy and 
Air Force have the air-sea battle, which becomes a joint axis in the manoeuvre. The skeptical 
challenges of MDO are enormous. First, is a technological challenge consisting of real-time 
networking, especially if one wants to feel safe in combat. In MDO, the network will be 
fragile, and reliability will be questionable. The amount of time and money required to set up 
a viable MDO, a JADO (Joint All Domain Operation), as conceived is vast. The second 
challenge is command and control in MDO. 
 
In the air-land scenario, the Navy traditionally has done three things―blockade, bombard, 
and a boot. Any kinetic action at sea or a firefight will immediately escalate into a full-
fledged conflict. The Navy does not defend the coastline; they do not defend the static body 
of water. Navies are not cross border forces; they do not fight across the border; they are not 
just limited to their territorial waters, even in peacetime. They operate in the international 
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domain, and the globe is their theatre, where they have legal access. Their battlespace is fluid 
and forever expanding and contracting. They can undertake land and air attack from any 
direction and even get submerged. The naval task forces can go and sit anywhere in the world 
and withdraw without the stigma of retreat, and therefore, they apply leverage.  
 
The main thing about the Indian Ocean is that it is landlocked and hence access is difficult. 
One can either enter through the Red Sea in the west or through the Malacca Strait or other 
Indonesian strait in the east. Otherwise, one has to go around Australia and Africa. Therefore, 
it is not a comfortable battlespace for an outsider. The only strong power comfortable 
fighting in the Indian Ocean is India plus perhaps the USA because of its naval base at Diego 
Garcia and the Central Command. Nobody else, including China, can fight in the Indian 
Ocean. The bases which make the ‘string of pearls’ are places for peacetime and recreational 
purposes for China and US. They are not bases which can support combat operations. India 
and Britain have lots of places for combat operations. It is not viable to get upset by China’s 
‘string of pearls’. The geographical location of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands is crucial in 
the Indian Ocean, and the talk of the Malacca dilemma is real for the Chinese. Chinese can 
come through the Malacca Strait in peacetime, but in wartime, it is impossible with all the 
aerial, surface, and undersea assistance of the Indian Navy waiting on the Indian side of the 
Malacca Strait.  
 
The Pakistan–China naval embrace is the real challenge. Everyone talks about the Gwadar 
port, but very few talks about the Karachi port. China's most significant naval base in the 
Indian Ocean is Karachi, where they have dockyard facilities to look after their submarine 
class and ships. If China wants to fight in the Indian Ocean, it will fetch up in no time from 
Karachi. There is a great power competition in the Indian Ocean Region. There is a new 
alignment in making in the west. Recently, there was a naval exercise between China, Russia, 
and Iran; the axis also included Turkey and Pakistan. While we are looking east, we need to 
remember that five-nation combinations are developing in the west. Iran is a problem not just 
for the USA, but it could become a problem for India as well. Even if Iran is acting in its own 
interests, the Strait of Hormuz could become problematic. Almost all of India's oil comes 
from this region. Even if Iran is not fighting with us, but is fighting with somebody else, it 
could affect our energy security. Piracy in the Indian Ocean is dead at the moment but could 
revive again. Further, the Bay of Bengal is a real problem in the Indian Ocean after Karachi.  
 
The PLA Navy is robust, modern, and has grown remarkably in the last few decades. 
However, due to its poor maritime geography, a stretched line of communication, little 
combat expertise, and few bases and allies outside China, with little soft power, more trust 
deficit, and no maritime ethos, it is quite vulnerable. This vulnerability is only of use if India 
takes advantage of it. A possible naval action could be forward deployment in a chokepoint, 
aggressive manoeuvre, Andaman and the South China Sea patrol and interdiction off the 
strait. All of this would underscore Chinese vulnerability, dependence and isolation and 
dissuade their action up north.  
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The QUAD has lost its momentum after Donald Trump stepped out of office. China is 
pressurising Japan, India, and Australia to desist from QUAD; Japan and Australia have 
signed RCEP; ASEAN is coming up with concerns and opposition. The QUAD is now in 
trouble even though it is just a dialogue; forget about it becoming a security issue. There will 
be a third QUAD ministerial meeting and perhaps a summit of Heads of States, but there is 
no QUAD secretariat and no funding either. There is nothing much on the ground regarding 
QUAD Plus. QUAD's bottom-line is that, it will remain meaningful if it retains a strategic 
security focus with underlying signaling to China. Further, MALABAR must be restricted to 
four navies, interoperability problems are huge and it must be formalised at the earliest. Any 
attempt to broaden the ambit of QUAD will render it diffused and irrelevant.  
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SPECIAL ADDRESS 
 

 
 

Lt Gen (Dr.) Rakesh Sharma, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, VSM (Retd) 
Distinguished Fellow, CLAWS 

 
Lt Gen (Dr.) Rakesh Sharma opined that, war fighting concepts are transient and seldom 
leave a lasting impact. The concept of MDO is currently in vogue within the  military 
parlance. But MDO although is an evolving concept, still lacks a certain conceptual clarity. 
The idea of MDO is certainly not one that is original. There have been domains of warfare 
that have existed earlier. There needs to be lucidity regarding the nature of MDO as a war 
fighting concept rather than a geo-political or a geo-economic concept. The confines of MDO 
comprises seven domains - land, air, maritime, space, cyberspace, electromagnetic spectrum 
and the human cognitive domain. The electromagnetic spectrum transcends all that exists 
today. Beyond the borders and boundaries, there are large numbers of electronic devices 
deployed ― from a basic radio operator to an intercontinental missile electronic warfare sets 
to satellite sensors― everything passes through the electromagnetic spectrum. Space assets 
provide means to communicate and conduct the Precision, Navigation and Timing (PNT), 
precision strikes and ISR capabilities. Space also facilitates the monitoring of launch 
detection, missile tracking― all is within the realm of space. Hence, apart from the 
traditional domains of land, air and sea, each one of these new domains can fight 
independently and cohesively. Technology has changed the domains of warfare and it has 
gone beyond the physical domains. Miniaturisation has enabled millions of transistors to be 
placed in a single, wafer-thin integrated chip and the computing power is doubling every 
eight months and this is going on continuously. Therefore, the quantum of change in 
technology that has taken place over the last couple of years is tremendous. 
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The Neighbour Dilemma. China is preparing itself and is already well entrenched in all 
the new domains of warfare. They have configured themselves in a manner that they can fight 
in all these domains separately. For them the extended battlespace is hyperactive, lethal and 
strategically complex. Simultaneously, Pakistan is readily exploiting armed conflict below 
the threshold of conventional war thereby making deterrence more challenging. Conducively 
the two adversaries have leveraged the trends to expand the battlefield in time, blurring the 
distinction between peace and war in domains like space, cyberspace and information and in 
geography from the disputed borders to the hinterland, thereby creating a series of tactical, 
operational and strategic standoffs. Although both these adversaries are grossly different in 
terms of capabilities, it is likely that they will collude to utilise their capabilities in 
collaboration. As geo-technology has matured and military applications become clearer, there 
is likely to be a larger impact of integrated MDO. These consequences of domain 
interdependence have forced a complex continuum of areas that will dominate future military 
operations. The seamless integration of various domains for congruence with future war 
fighting can occur by following four pathways:- 
 
• Acceptance. The acceptance of existence of these domains and their overriding 

importance in the seamless integration of multi-domain operations is crucial. As  there are 
advances in new domains like space, cyberspace and the electromagnetic spectrum, 
interdependence of the traditional war fighting domains of air, sea and land on these 
newer domains grows. 
 

• Transformation. The lack of transformation in our methods of conducting warfare can be 
attributed to a natural resistance to the top-down concept. The major difficulty is 
exploring future concepts, while keeping ourselves intimately involved in the current 
ones. It is imperative that the nation and the military must strengthen our ability to 
respond and escalate a conflict across virtual domains. A beginning in this regard has to 
be made. The complexity of integrated military operations across domains, must lay down 
a foundation to operational doctrines, concepts which are for the future and the strategy to 
achieve those concepts. 
 

• Delineation of Capabilities. The delineation of capabilities is vital, especially when there 
is conversation about herculean tasks like hypersonic flight and satellite warfare as 
components of multi-domain warfare. 
 

• Cost-effective Planning. There needs to be recognition and acceptance that the armed 
forces are on a limited budget. In order to designate these virtual domains as priority, 
there has to be a synergy between the physical war fighting domains all the while, not 
forgetting the importance of incorporating inexpensive technologies. In this regard an 
institutional process is mandatory. 

 
Field Formations. At field formation levels, military commanders have to fathom how 
interference or attack in the virtual domains can impact and constrict their ability to operate 
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with freedom and respond at will. A case in point can be communications degradation or an 
electromagnetically disabled environment. This is a fluctuating capability. This has to be 
experimented and trained for. It is also imperative that field formations have battlefield 
awareness; but that battlefield awareness should not be at the cost of loss of mobility and  
manoeuvre. The mechanised formations should not be held back for their task for want of 
battlefield situational awareness. Mobility, manoeuvre and firepower are the essence of 
mechanised warfare and are still relevant in the battlefield, to exploit windows of advantage 
and opportunity. 
 
Jointness before Multi-Domain Operations.  MDO comes after jointness. There exists a 
great amount of resistance in achieving jointness. The Indian Armed Forces are just coping 
along when it comes to achieving jointness. The Indian Armed Forces have to achieve 
jointness while acknowledging that there is an adversary that is going leaps and bounds, and 
that they will create more domains in times to come. The human domain within war fighting 
is also relevant― and this isn’t just restricted to the human domain of the armed forces, it 
refers to the human domain of the public at large as well, which too is being affected by the 
informational offensive being carried out. Therefore, the human domain is the crux and the 
centre at which all others lie. MDO involve jointness at the apex. The planners must 
endeavour to converge the cyberspace, EMS and physical domains to leverage all available 
means to attack enemy networks and ultimately execute true multi-domain operations. It is 
essential that the armed forces get on with this task. These new domains are here to live with 
the traditional, tangible domains. The faster the armed forces realise, the better it is. 
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SESSION III: ACHIEVING CONVERGENCE AND COLLUSIVITY IN 
MDO 

 
Opening Remarks by the Chairperson 

 

 
 

Lt Gen Arun Kumar Sahni, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, VSM (Retd) 
Distinguished Fellow, CLAWS 

 
 
The session was chaired by Lt Gen Arun Kumar Sahni who emphasised on the varied 
usage of multi-domain operations by leading countries including Russia and China. The US 
employs MDO in  offensive and defensive battlespace, wherein it applies spatial dislocation 
to manifest its complete combat power at a desired point by breaching the adversaries’ 
integrated defensive capabilities. The aim, therefore, is to dominate for a complete duration 
of operations by aiming at all domains. China, on the other hand, to counter the above 
strategy, with its A2/AD strategy has adopted to hit at the crux of the functioning of the multi 
-domain operations. To do so, China uses anti-satellite weapons (ASAT) to cripple 
information flow to deny the adversary a decisive edge― a critical component in MDOs. 
A2/AD is also used to split the domains, similar to that in manoeuvre warfare, wherein it is 
done by employing artificial obstacles to separate the armour from the infantry. The Chair 
further deliberated on the challenges in MDO with respect to India’s requirements, given its 
uniqueness in terms of its types of adversary, adversarial capabilities, terrain etc. Thus, the 
challenge for India in MDO is the proper employability of collusivity, to have terrain 
consciousness, shift in character of war and achieving a centralised command and control.  
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Further, the chair made important recommendations to address the abovementioned 
challenges: 
 

● Multi- Domain Task forces. The chair argued that in the future, to understand the 
contours of this grey parameter of disruptive technology, there will be a need to create 
a multi- domain task force.  The joint effect would have to be specified i.e. on the 
terms of the effect that is desired.  
 

● HR policies. Any theorisation will only be successful, if the aspirations of the 
individuals are satisfied and harmonised with that of the organisation. Therefore, HR 
reforms are an immediate requirement. 

 
● Capability Development. With the incoming of Theatre Commands, the roles and 

tasks of CDS can change into a quasi-operational role in due course of time. Thus, 
capability development will eventually become the mandate of the three Service 
Chiefs. That means they will have a say in the directional changes on technology, on 
the kind of changes that the services are looking at for capability development which 
has been done by the public sector and the DPSUs. 

 
Sub Theme 1: Theaterisation: Way Ahead in Achieving Convergence 

 

 
 

Lt Gen Raj Shukla, PVSM, YSM, SM, ADC 
GoC-in-C, Army Training Command (ARTRAC) 

 
Putting forth his views on the topic, Lt Gen Raj Shukla reiterated the fact that there is a 
need for practical applicability of MDOs in field formations for wider acceptability of the 
concept and this requires creation of MDO cells, playing the concept in the headquarters and 
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take it to the doctrine and execution level. He emphasised on the adaptability of the concept 
rather than merely theorising it. As per the General, “there is a need to communicate the 
concept of MDO down to field formations, because unless field formations adopt and accept 
them, this concept will remain theoretical and will lose traction eventually”. 
 
General Shukla further deliberated that the transformation is underway in terms of 
technology, space, R&D capacity building etc., in areas where the army was lagging behind. 
To provide an example of this change with swarm drone offensive conducted during the 
Army day 2021, the GOC-in-C added that this move is a result of a realisation that all of the 
technologies need to be indigenous;  in order to understand them, we need to look at their 
operational, tactical utility and draw out a roadmap for the military. In the emerging domains 
as aforementioned, budget is not a constraint and the funding for  R&D exceeds the existing 
capacities to come up with solutions. The General opined that there is a need to intensify 
efforts in terms of orientations and attitudes because MDO is as much about culture as it is 
about technology and as much about combat imagination and combat innovation. In this 
regard, the General stressed that the role of innovation in civil fields will play a vital role and 
will help in enhancing the civil-military relations to a newer and fulfilling levels. To 
substantiate, the General argued the case of Turkey wherein a Turkish student’s idea was 
incorporated in the concept of drone swarming in 2004. The concept not only became a 
successful endeavour but helped Turkey in excelling the field. Therefore, there is a need for 
utilising such innovative ideas to achieve maximum results. Moreover, emerging 
technologies are changing the character of war and thus they are important in combat 
imagination, combat innovation, energy and enterprise.  
 
The changing character of war, the emergence of new DTs, inclusion of new domains of 
warfare and the prevalent conflicts across the globe, compels the world to embrace MDO. 
The mistake will be to not embrace it as the impact of new domains is consequential as the 
traditional ones, in fact, far more. Further, General Shukla stressed that jointness and 
integration are central to mastering MDO. Hypothetically, if MDO is about a renaissance in 
combat thought and action, jointness and integration will provide the necessary grease and 
accelerators to ease this transition impact velocity and scale of MDO. The GOC-in-C 
cautioned that “if movement along this road to jointness is not kept at speed and scale, MDO 
will bypass India just as (Revolution in Military Affairs) RMA did”. While explaining what 
MDO in Indian context would mean, General Raj Shukla stated that it is all about the 
cohesive response of the militaries of western nations to the crafty moves of adversaries. 
Thus, to counter the adversarial manoeuvre, the key areas where the country needs to work 
towards are proficiency in strategic competition, capacity building in standoff deterrence and 
leveraging the competition space.  
 
There is a need to first gain proficiencies in the competitive space, win the first fight as it 
shall make one well poised to penetrate all the anti-access if it escalates to a full-fledged 
conflict. Therefore, to preserve the freedom of manoeuvre in the competitive space, the 
adversary began to invest greatly in standoff deterrence to protect itself from strong anti-
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access area denial bubbles, long range vectors, anti-ship cruise missiles, quantum enabled 
position navigation and timing systems, hypersonics and strategic defence weapons such as 
S-300 or S-400. In today’s context, such preparations are important especially in the 
Southeast China Sea where the Chinese used this strategic concept along the nine-dash line 
beyond the second island chain to mark the outer periphery of the anti-access bubble and to 
fortify with a series of overlapping capabilities. China uses multiple domains such as air, 
artificial islands on land, sea, electronic warfare, cyber and space, vectored with long range 
precision fires in the form of the DF- 26, the DF -21D, the H-6K bombers over the SU- 30 
fighter, various anti-aircraft system, so on and so forth. After securing the strategic military 
space, China now indulges in an unprecedented gamesmanship, risk escalation and robust 
competition. To guard its coastal security, China made a conscious decision to arm its coast 
guard with ships with 12,000 tonne displacement like that of modern destroyers, which could 
sink a 5000 tonne ship to the floor. In the garb of coastal security, the real intention was to 
build a tool of maritime coercion. General Shukla warned that “such gamesmanship is going 
to come to the IOR in five to 10 years from now and that the time to make a decision this way 
or that way is now”. 
 
Talking about industrial era of competencies, General Shukla noted that 72 or 96 hour 
targeting cycles shall delay MDO and there is a need for conceptual shift in the outlook. The 
General emphasised that while the Indian military may be “handicapped” in terms of funding, 
but technologically it has to succeed. There is nothing stopping India from being more 
imaginative and innovative and MDO is essentially about imagination and innovation. So, the 
countries that have done well in this whole game are Turkey, Russia, which were 
economically, perhaps, less prosperous than India. 
 
Thus, to overcome the pitfalls of guiding through deterrence the General pointed out the need 
for following:- 
 

• Embrace MDO.   India must embrace MDO with renewed vigour and purpose but 
all the actions must be rooted in the Indian reality. Indian Armed Forces of the 
future will need to be adept in the prevailing strategic military competition. 
Following the examples of LAC and LC, India must take similar propensities down 
to the IOR and to the aerospace domain. The MDO may come useful to address 
how to imaginatively penetrate the anti-access bubble and how to imaginatively 
create an anti-access bubble from Malacca to our shores. 
 

• Domain Proficiency. The days of real militaries doing only full-fledged kinetic 
conflicts are over, but they must be proficient in the other forms of grey zone 
combat in conflict, military gamesmanship, risk escalation and control, so on and 
so forth. The first call that has to be made, is to not be limited to wars of attrition, 
but also engage in wars of cognition— which means thinking about creating and in 
being resilient in these mind games. The possibility of situations, not only along 
the LAC but also in the IOR, is near certainty with adversary jets doing barrel roles 
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within 25 feet of our own aircraft, or our ships being overflown by adversary 
fighters within 30 feet. This is the kind of stuff which may happen in the MDO.  
 

• Shift from Traditional Domains. The mastery of traditional domains of land, air 
and sea no longer suffice and there is a need to upgrade the existing capacities 
significantly in the newer domains. The Space Agency and the Cyber Agency are 
just the first baby steps and there is a long way to go. There is a need to compress 
the revisit times of Indian satellites, reduce the imagery availability spirals, create 
downloading stations in theatres, and ensure the information flows at 5G speed and 
also the ability to protect our assets in space. He remarked that at some point in 
time, the Defence Space Agency will be required to protect the satellites of ISRO. 
Similarly, in the cyber-domain, cyber warfare is all about creating offensive 
capacities and being in an enemy network. However, creating these capacities 
takes a long time.  
 

• Indigenising Technological Capabilities. The General noted that, a typical MDO 
engagement which is enabled by low orbit technologies, a tri-service combat cloud, 
a cyber strike, a swarm of offensive drones to take on the counter attacking     
forces―are all predicated on smart convergence and innovating bundling of 
technologies. These technologies are domestically available in Bangalore, 
Hyderabad, Pune etc. and they must be harnessed. There will have to be a shift 
from targeting formations and echelons to targeting of network systems and nodes. 
The targeting of network systems and nodes will come from prowess in non-kinetic 
capacities, directed energy spoofing and cyber capacities which could be used to 
disable space. All these are possibilities which are happening in the civilian space 
and militaries abroad. With all of those facts factored in, the Genaral stated that a 
typical MDO engagement could be a reality. In future, it will be ones and zeroes 
and not necessarily TNT that take out the radar systems in a conflict. 
 

• Theaterisation. The GOC-in-C stated that theaterisation and theatre commands are 
mere structural corrections. He added that, if concurrently, India does not  make a 
significant transition from industrial era of war fighting to digital era competencies 
― the theatre commands would remain futile. If everything turns out well as 
mentioned above, a theatre command within the northern theatre tomorrow should 
be able to take on an MDO engagement. Therefore, mere structure corrections 
won’t be enough but other cognitive corrections are also important along the route 
to jointmanship. 

 
• Human Resources. Need to invest in softer layers of hard power. There is also a 

need to create new kind of mindset and HR skills which thrives in ambiguity and 
chaos. These kinds of traits need to be developed, therefore the whole approach to 
PME, recruitment, talent management and retention models will have to change. 
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The age-old system of recruitment and talent management will have to be 
modified.  

 
• Agile Bureaucracy.  A new ecosystem with an agile bureaucracy is just as critical 

for the conduct of MDO. Agile bureaucracies are equally important, otherwise 
technologies and MDO capacities will not come. This challenge lies at the heart of 
the MDO and the MDO and DPP mindsets are contrarian. If India is to embrace 
MDO and its many tenets and nuances in the jointmanship space, it will have to 
travel fast and furiously. Therefore, the forces have to move from jointness to 
interoperability to tri-service integration.  

 
• Network Architecture Design. The GOC-in-C, talking about the lines of 

communication between the services, stated that single service networks are a 
possibility. Through various means such as the combat clouds - which have 
common standards; the secure architecture AI enabled apps - which enable each 
organic service to tap into their own systems without changing, if they are to be 
reconfigured to meet MDO aspirations and they are in the realm of technical 
possibility. Using this, a platoon commander in Ladakh will have the option of 
tapping into either satellites manoeuvring overhead or even air power.  

 
• Protocols.  Speaking on protocols, the GOC-in-C opined that the MDO talks of 

taking any asset, any sensor and calibrating it with any shooter. Similarly, a 
satellite of the NTRO, the ISRO and the DSA or an ally can be aligned with a 
shooter which could be a fighter jet or surface ship etc. This convergence will have 
to be in a matter of seconds and minutes, it cannot be the 72 hours protocols of 
JAOC to advanced headquarters and then to JOC etc. MDO is about creative 
solutions and then in the digital era of combat, it is these elongated targeting 
cycles, procedures, protocols, which should be compressed. The GOC-in-C 
asserted that inter-agency cross-pollination is critical and cannot work in silos.  
Moreover, complete civil-military fusion is the way forward. As MDO is also 
about strategic partnerships, therefore conscious choices have to be made about 
burden sharing, about division of labour in the IOR.  

 
While concluding, the GOC-in-C noted that MDO will lie at the intersection of five matrices, 
with logical impetus, fusing of domains & strings and organisational adaptations. He 
cautioned “if organisations do not adapt, as RMA, NCW and full spectrum dominance failed 
because the accompanied technologies did not become a reality. Therefore we cannot wait for 
any concept to fail but we have to work through it to counter our adversaries who are 
working actively in this domain”. For India, MDO is not an option but it is a reality that must 
be embraced with diligence and speed. 
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Sub Theme 2: Cohesion through Convergence of Joint Force in MDO 
 

 

 
 

Lt Gen Ranbir Singh, PVSM, AVSM**, YSM, SM (Retd) 
Distinguished Fellow, CLAWS 

 
Lt Gen Ranbir Singh started his presentation by acknowledging that MDO has been 
generating its own bandwagon effect with a large number of military organisations, countries, 
experts and thinkers, who have been engaged with this concept academically, as to how the 
future wars are going to be fought and the need for multi- domain operations for being 
embraced by the organisations. There are several perceptions with regard to MDO, the most 
popular one being that whether MDO is a giant leap forward, as far as technology and 
networks are concerned or just ‘a new wine in an old bottle’. Notwithstanding the old and the 
new domains within MDO, the human domain also needs to be conjoined as the human 
domain is where dilemmas, decision paralysis and influences exist and it is the most 
important domain that will define victory in a conflict. Moreover, a shared vision for future 
warfare is required, the ability of the armed forces to be able to fully exploit a new approach 
to warfare and to synchronise capabilities across all domains shall depend highly on the 
development of India’s PME, starting from the soldiers to the leadership, empowerment of 
the leadership, culture and the leadership being skilled to be able to take decisions regarding 
multiple domains. 
 
The General also talked about the integration of the service communication networks, joint 
doctrines and training but cautioned that the changes should not be brought in haste. As the 
concept of MDO is not new for Western countries with no dearth of major resource for 
funding the organisation; but in India’s case, the country will have to examine as to how and 
when the resources can be generated, be pumped into the organisation and be used for 
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carrying out multi- domain operations. Therefore, the country can no longer develop domain 
specific specialisations that require time and effort to synergise and synchronise. India’s 
adversaries like  Pakistan, China or the non-state actors have studied the Indian battle 
experiences, training patterns, and training manuals based on which they have developed 
their preparedness capabilities to counter India in both kinetic and non-kinetic domains by 
employing various other domains. Their aim would be to try and fracture the Indian 
military’s operational framework by isolating its domains.  
 
Domination in a future war will no longer be attained through domination in a single domain 
and it shall focus on the need to achieve cross- domain synergy. Therefore, in future conflicts, 
India should expect all domains to be contested. The country’s adversaries will possess 
significant integrated defence capabilities, ground, air and maritime, long range fires, as well 
as sophisticated intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance infrastructure, electronic 
warfare and cyber capabilities. Therefore, it may no longer be possible to maintain total 
dominance in all domains all the time. The crux lies in the ability to get past the adversaries’ 
integrated defensive capabilities, avoid isolation and fracturing of own domains and preserve 
the freedom of action at all times.  
 
Therefore, to be fully prepared, understanding the meaning of convergence in a military 
context is essential for strategic and military planners to gain an insight into how the concept 
offers a solution to the challenges, the country’s adversaries present. Convergence, in case of 
the military, implies the ability to exploit the interconnectedness of a system of systems 
which identifies critical nodes and pathways of subordinate systems, that when targeted, 
weakens the larger and whole system. It is the act of applying multi-domain effects as a 
combination of fully integrated capabilities to create a physical, virtual and cognitive window 
of superiority at decisive points faster than the enemy can react. With the advent of new 
technology and network- centric activities, India needs to keep adapting to be able to exploit 
that technology to the fullest measure.  
 
Speaking on command and control (C2) as a major challenge in multi- domain operations, the 
General stated that an effective C2 system should have the ability to simultaneously manage 
C2 in all the five to six domains. He further added to use this complexity as a weapon against 
adversaries and its attempts to synchronise the multi-service roles in the C2 system with 
advanced technologies. There is a need to incorporate the advanced technologies in a C2 
system, a multi- domain connection is necessary if one has to integrate and exploit 
information from multiple sources, including sensors, databases, intelligence, reconnaissance, 
and surveillance to formulate an integrated response. To felicitate C2, the best suited tool 
would be an encrypted data- linked architecture and for net- centric warfare, to have three of 
each domain linked together at appropriate levels between each domain, the architecture 
should provide connectivity intra and inter domain.  
 
The General spoke of collaborative targeting and stated that there is a need for decision grids 
which are appropriately conceived and created in the network. This needs to be done at all 
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levels, that is, at the service, divisional and brigade headquarters― where the staff should be 
empowered to be able to take decisions which are affecting all domains, as that is where the 
cross-domain synergy will be enabled. He argued that, to build a connection between sensing 
and targeting across domains, there is a need to combine aspects of network- centricity, 
combat cloud, and even combined fires of the Army, Navy and the Air Force. The 
aforementioned needs are a tall requirement, which will require the synergy of the 
operational, technological, technical and analytical ingenuity of the entire nation, so that 
India develops its own military data distribution system. 
 
Reiterating that threats of the future shall compel the military to change the way it must fight, 
as its  adversaries will leverage technological advances to blend space and cyber operations, 
as the battlefield acquires a multi- domain complexion. This invokes the military to evolve a 
multi- domain response combining fires across domains to create the desired impact. 
Therefore, the multi- domain warfare capability would have to be structured through a net- 
centric infrastructure and orchestrated like so. Structuring a network- centric war will not be 
easy and will require defining the roles and responsibilities, nature of information to be 
exchanged, connectivity and the degree of coupling of capability across domains. There will 
also be challenges at the policy, organisation, structures, communication and the thinking 
level and the country should not feel that by bringing in changes in the organisation and 
structure will be enough. He also underlined the fact that all stakeholders will have to come 
on board, shedding their respective domain biases and endeavour to understand what is of 
importance in multi- domain operations. It is to prioritise, then break down stovepipes and 
integrate, and above all to bring in that culture of change. To conclude, the General stated that 
the crux lies in the leadership to be able to bring about that change, in the culture, in the 
armed forces to be able to embrace the multi- domain operations to be able to take it forward 
and become empowered by the use of technology.  
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Sub Theme 3: Capability Challenges in Integration of a Joint Force and 
Political Hurdles in Implementing MDO 

 

 
 

Col Daniel Roper, US Army (Retd) 
Director, National  Security  Studies  for  the  Association  of  the United  States  Army 

 
Colonel Daniel Roper began his presentation by identifying that, the concept of MDO is not 
new in the US and that it was also employed during Op Iraqi Freedom when the US was 
attempting to synchronise elements and effects across five domains ―all the US services, 
other country’s services, and lethal & non-lethal effects, but not in a rapid and continuous 
manner. The same was done episodically over a period of time.  
 
While underlying US Army’s thoughts on MDO, Colonel Roper stated that just the framing 
of the updated doctrine shall remain inadequate unless the US and partner political authorities 
authorise sufficient force posture and readiness levels in order to effectively compete in 
MDO.  
 
On joint and combined integration, Colonel Roper reiterated that, no service can conduct 
MDO alone. He added that even conducting as a whole joint force or anything resembling 
MDO is challenging since it is dependent upon the particular competition phase and the 
understanding of the situational awareness. The challenges posed by MDO are now way 
beyond the traditional military domain and that ultimately a war is going to be decided by a 
population and population's leaders on both sides. Readiness is not only about how the forces 
are trained and the interoperability between the services but also of having the access, 
permissions and authorities that are critical to operate in the poorly defined competitive 
space. Colonel Roper stated that Russia and China are waging warlike activities against 
countries they think is holding them down, especially in the fields such as cyber, intellectual 
theft, influence operations and information operations amongst other things. These countries 
are not constrained by the same laws, norms and values as democracies are, therefore one 
must recognise their own rules and laws that hold the key parts of their military accountable. 
Even though these rules and laws, in some instances, can slow the operations or procedures 
down, but it is important to abide by them to gain legitimacy and be relevant. Moreover, 
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while stressing about the US Army, the speaker noted that the US Army is always going to 
fight in a joint fashion and it will not go to war alone. Therefore, alliances, partnerships and 
potential partnerships with friendly countries or allies are also an important component of 
MDO.  When it comes to jointness and combined integration, Colonel Roper pointed out the 
following challenges:- 
 
Interoperable Systems.  The interoperability of the systems such as communication systems, 
computer systems and the systems that enable ground component to requests of fires from the 
air component etc., are important. In this regard, data is becoming increasingly important 
because if connectivity is established then what a satellite picks up can be sent to C2 
headquarters which can be processed by an AI enabled system and then move to the 
appropriate shooter with appropriate ammunition and appropriate authorities. If connectivity 
is not established then there will be challenges that inhibit the rapid continuous convergence 
that MDO stresses.  
 
Doctrines and Procedures. The concept of multi- domain operations was a US Army 
concept and it was not even a US military joint concept. Colonel Roper added that as the 
army has been developing it, the army has been seeking input from its partners such as the 
joint partners, its interagency partners and friends, allies who are interested in understanding 
the concept and then trying to bring together all the partners to this concept; so that the 
partners are not using a different playbook and ensure that in the collective mindset, it is 
familiar to all the potential partners. 
 
Levels of Modernisation.  The challenge to interoperability are the levels of modernisation. 
The US Army is undergoing its biggest modernisation effort in about 40 years with its 
research and development to develop new equipment. Moreover, all development will not 
happen at the same time as it is a function of budget, logistics and training which would result 
in levels of modernisation. Therefore, the key is to understand the capabilities and the 
limitations of everything that is provided and not assume that ‘one size fits all’. 
 
Command and Control of Capabilities.  Among all the five to seven domains, there should 
be coherence and cohesion. This is required in forms of situational awareness ― to 
understand what's happening to the ability to leverage something from any one of the 
domains to achieve the intended effect at the right time to provide the penetration and then 
the disintegration of enemy capabilities to achieve overmatch. While joint and combined 
integration challenges prevail, there are few political challenges in implementing MDO 
which are as follows: - 
 

• Grey Zone Warfare. Colonel Roper, explaining about the political challenges, noted 
that there are activities that are below the threshold of violent, open conflict and since 
they are in the grey zone, it is often difficult for political leaders to make the 
decisions.  
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• Security Classification. There are often limits to information sharing, especially in 
sensitive space and cyber domains. This impedes on all domain situational awareness 
required to conduct multi-domain operations. 
 

• National Caveats. National caveats becomes a challenge, when the partners are allied 
and cooperating, but at its core there is compulsion to comply with norms, rules, the 
laws established by the partnering country which has to be followed by their 
militaries. It is challenging when there are  lot of coalition partners involved and their 
rules of engagement are different in terms of understanding the limits of the law and 
what their national leaders will let them do. Best examples are Afghanistan and Iraq 
in this regard.  
 

• Potential Reluctance. There is potential reluctance to host allies and partners or to 
provide support, which is often a political decision since the militaries often work for 
their governments and cannot often take independent decisions on their own. 

 
When it comes to lessons learnt, Colonel Roper stated that allies and partners are critical to 
MDO in competition and conflict. He stressed on the need for cross- domain situational 
awareness even though it is a tough task and is technical, procedural and cultural. Allies and 
partners need to be engaged throughout the growth process to transform MDO from concept 
to doctrine.  
 
One of the main lessons learnt is in terms of experimenting and formation of task forces. 
Setting up a multi- domain task force, which is dedicated to the INDOPACOM is a good 
example in this regard. He further added that, in the core of the Multi- Domain Task Force, it 
encompasses long range fires, long range artillery and an organisation called I2CEWS 
(Intelligence, Information, cyber, electronic warfare and space)― all of them shall be 
working under a battalion commander which comprises different companies with different 
skill sets, instead of having to coordinate across the service domains such as the higher 
echelon army staff to get the capability. He further clarified that this is an experimental unit 
which is not a permanent structure, however, the lessons learned shall be applied in the next 
multi- domain Task Force which is going to be assigned to INDOPACOM and then the third, 
which will be assigned to Europe, working for the Senior Joint Force Commander. Therefore, 
such experimentations are necessary in MDOs.  
 
Mutual trust building through joint exercises is another important lesson that needs to be 
learnt especially when jointness is to be worked upon. He suggested that these moves do not 
require formal relationships and only require understanding of each other better, training 
together whenever possible through professional military education, exchanges, partnerships, 
liaisons and visits.  
 
Colonel Roper concluded by restating the current Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that 
“We must establish a common recognition among allies and partners of the collective 
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problems that we face and the best way forward”. Thus, there is a need to establish a 
common understanding of collective problems faced by allies and partners, to create a 
common understanding of the challenges. 
 

 

Director CLAWS Felicitating Speaker of Session III- Lt Gen Raj Shukla 
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VALEDICTORY ADDRESS 
 
 

 
 

Lt Gen Gurmit Singh, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, VSM (Retd) 
Distinguished Fellow, CLAWS 

 
Delivering the valedictory address, Lt Gen Gurmit Singh mentioned that MDO concerns 
everyone. While space, cyber and electromagnetic spectrum got added to the traditionally 
known domains, the seminar stretched it further to include undersea, virtual and cognitive 
domains as well. The year 2020 gave an excellent trailer of things to come with regard to 
conflicts and involvement of varied domains. On 03 January 2020, Iran's military 
commander, Major General Qasem Soleimani, was eliminated by a collaboration of artificial 
intelligence, satellite communication and drone, integrated in a military mission mode. 
Similarly, Iran's top nuclear scientist was eliminated outside Baghdad with precision using AI 
and face recognition. The year 2020 also witnessed the Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict and this 
suggests that the time of drones has come. It has also taken note of the use of propaganda 
using visuals taken from drones and UAVs. 
 
The manner in which drones and AI have entered the battlespace, it has altered the 
fundamental nature of conflict. Quoting the Army Chief, the General noted that "Drones are 
prima donna” and the visuals from Army day this year show where the Indian Army’s focus 
is and where it is heading. Further, disruptive technology is driving the doctrinal arena and 
needs convergence and surgical precision. Reiterating on what the speakers in various 
sessions spoke on, General Singh emphasised that the point is to look into an advanced battle 
management system, a distributed system of systems, a fully operational spectrum and 
finally, AI as an autonomous way of integration. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

 
 

Lt Gen (Dr.) V.K Ahluwalia, PVSM, AVSM**, YSM, VSM (Retd) 
Director CLAWS 

 
Delivering the concluding remarks, the Director CLAWS reiterated that , the common theme 
touched upon by the panellists and the chairpersons, showcased the need for a change of 
mindset, culture, building mutual trust, being innovative and creative to move forward. He 
highlighted that jointness might not be incongruent with even some fundamental realities of 
military interoperability between the three services. The most basic tenet of jointness, which 
is communication, lies unaddressed. The three services use different communication sets, 
chosen based on their respective threat perceptions, leaving them unable to directly reach out 
to an officer from another service. He argued that seamless communication between the three 
services would be the first step towards jointness which is a precursor to successful MDO, 
which in turn is becoming a necessity in today’s security environment. He said that there is a 
need to focus on the fundamental issues pertaining to the traditional spheres and then move 
on to MDO. 
 
The Director appreciated the increasing number of officers doing MTechs and specialising in 
various other fields, but he also emphasised the need to integrate their qualifications and 
specialisations into the correct areas. He added that for the armed forces to gain an advantage, 
it is important that such personnel be apointed in the appropriate domains. The Director 
mentioned the critical need to build capabilities, to deny advantage to the adversaries in 
electronic warfare, cyber, and information operations. In this regard, he argued that there is a 
need to debate and discuss the doctrinal changes required. He added that strategies, 
operational concepts, war fighting concepts, and organisational structures and mindsets 
would need to be changed while building mutual confidence among the services. Another 
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essential aspect he addressed was the need to manage human resource development 
challenges better.  
 
The Director talked about the criticality of the elements of national power. He argued that 
apart from the military, other elements of national power like political or economic have roles 
to be played. He added that the elements of national power have a role at national and 
strategic levels. Providing an example of the same, the Director highlighted the roles of the 
various elements during the India-China standoff in 2020; he said that the actions has been 
taken by the elements of national power at the political, diplomatic, economic, and 
information fields. Talking about the Integrated Theatre Commands, the Director argued that 
various models cannot be adopted simultaneously since the country’s roles are different along 
with different geographical regions, resources, budgets, work culture, functional systems, and 
threat perceptions vary from country to country. Therefore, he argued the need to take a call 
on our requirements, understand our adversaries' capabilities, to achieve and ensure that the 
correct countermeasures are adopted effectively.  
 
Speaking on concepts and capabilities, the Director noted the idea of Multi-Domain 
Operational Task Forces at the operational level, which implies taking top-down and bottom-
up approaches to achieve synergy at different levels. He mentioned the Chinese notion that 
systems and processes need to be defeated; therefore, agile bureaucracy should answer our 
problems. With regard to interoperability, the Director opined that interoperability starts from 
the concepts and capabilities, which the western armed forces are already capable of. He 
suggested that the evolution may start with the concepts, capability development, and cross-
domain situational awareness in our case. In every operational theatre, operational areas, 
situational awareness, and battlefield transparency are key factors to ensure that we achieve 
success in what we are trying to do in those operations. For faster implementation of 
capabilities and capacities on the ground we need to ensure that prototypes result into mass 
production so that they are available to the last man on the ground.  
 
To conclude, the Director once again highlighted the significance of ‘Divya- Drishti’ to the 
armed forces; he stated that ‘Divya Drishti’ means “divine vision, divine perception”. The 
armed forces, policymakers and the warriors must have the vision to foresee the threats and 
challenges of the future and proactively formulate doctrine, strategies, war fighting concepts, 
organisational structures, and Human Resources. On behalf of the Indian Army and CLAWS, 
the Director once again thanked the coordinating team of the seminar, all the participants and 
speakers, for attending Divya-Drishti 2021. 
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Introduction 

Indian Army’s Land Warfare Doctrine 2018 refers to a “multi-front environment” with a 
hybrid (blend of conventional and unconventional, with the focus increasingly shifting to 
Multi-Domain Warfare varying from non-contact to contact warfare) and state-sponsored 
proxy war. Against a collusive threat, it argues for a “strategic defensive balance” on the 
secondary front, while the primary front is being dealt with. 

Concept 

The concept of wars is growing ever more complicated, applying multifunctional and multi-
domain military capabilities below the threshold of armed conflict, punctuated with 
conventional cum force-on-force operations. Thus, it becomes part and parcel of the larger 
bouquet of options that amalgamate into multi-domain warfare, hence creating an effect in 
one domain that produces impact on the other. Multi-domain specific capabilities can be 
leveraged to defeat a capable foe in another domain. The armed forces are hence at 
crossroads. Reliance on attrition, firepower and mechanised warfare had led to past successes, 
but they alone cannot win tomorrow’s wars. The adversaries are analysing and testing the 
capabilities in multi-domains, and would adopt and adapt their doctrines, strategies and 
capabilities to exploit our vulnerabilities. 

Multi-Domain Operations must also consider cross-domain deterrence, which implies use of 
capabilities of one type, to threats or combination of threats of another type, in order to 
prevent unacceptable attacks. We need to re-examine and re-define deterrence with 
proliferating multi-domains of warfare. 

To arrive at the future, we have to be prepared and ready to dominate the fight and need a 
concept to guide convergence and integration of capabilities across air, land, sea, space, cyber 
and electromagnetic spectrum. 

Objective of the Seminar-cum-Webinar: The objective of the seminar- cum- webinar was 
to re-examine and re-determine our doctrines, strategies and capabilities in multi-domain 
conflicts. 

Scope for Discussion: The pertinent issues which  were deliberated and discussed during 
the course of the seminar-cum-webinar are:- 

(a) Assess global and regional geo political situation, future threats, challenges 
and India’s preparedness in multi-domain operations. 
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(b) Concept of multi-domain operations and India’s military strategy in future 
conflicts. 

(c) Enhancing jointness in multi-domain operations. 

(d) Derive realistic strategies and concepts to guide convergence and integration 
of capabilities across air, land, sea, space, cyber, and electromagnetic spectrum. 

(e) Importance of theaterisation in achieving convergence. 

(f) Challenges in convergence of a joint force. 

Conduct of Seminar-cum-Webinar: The seminar-cum-webinar was spread over three 
sessions. 

Participants: The participants were from the three services, strategic, community, defence 
analysts, government officials, media and academia. 

Venue: Webinar at Chanakya Hall, CLAWS, Delhi Cantt. 

Platform: The webinar was hosted through CISCO WebEx platform. 

Coordinators: Col Ajinkya Jadhav (Senior Fellow, CLAWS) and Dr. Manjari Singh 
(Associate Fellow, CLAWS) were the coordinators for the seminar-cum-webinar. 
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Themes of the Seminar-cum-Webinar 

In order to address the subject ‘Multi-Domain Operations’, the seminar-cum-webinar 
deliberated upon three themes with apposite sub- themes as mentioned below:- 

• Future Threats and Challenges: India’s Preparedness in Multi-Domain Operations 
• Enhancing Jointness in MDO 
• Achieving Convergence & Collusivity in MDO 

Session One: Future Threats and Challenges: India’s Preparedness in Multi-Domain 
Operations 

The session analysed the emerging security situation in the region and challenges in the 
current scenario. The session delved upon the future threats and challenges and India’s future 
military strategy in Multi-Domain operations.  It also focused on the concept of war fighting 
in MDO and the need for redefining our doctrines and concepts in fighting joint wars in the 
future.  The speakers focused on the following issues: - 

• Regional security challenges in the Indian sub-continent. 
• Concept of War fighting in MDO. 
• Indian Military Strategy in Future Conflicts. 

Session Two: Enhancing Jointness in MDO 

The session examined the concepts of jointness and measures which need to be taken in 
achieving cohesion as a joint force. The integration of air, space and maritime domains were 
deliberated upon. The speakers focused on the following issues: - 

• Achieving Jointness in MDO. 
•  Leveraging Air Power and Space Domain in MDO. 
• Indian Ocean: Battlespace of Future. 

Session Three: Achieving Convergence & Collusivity in MDO 

The session assessed the requirement of building joint structures to fight joint wars in 
multiple domains and the integration and convergence of force structures leading to creation 
of theatre commands. It also focused on the challenges faced by the joint force in integration. 
The speakers delivered on the following issues: - 

• Theaterisation: Way Ahead in Achieving Convergence. 
• Cohesion through Convergence of Joint Force in MDO. 
• Capability Challenges in Integration of a Joint Force and Political Hurdles in 

Implementing MDO. 
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PROGRAMME SCHEDULE 

INAUGURAL SESSION 

1000-1005h Opening Remarks by Col Ajinkya Jadhav, Senior Fellow, CLAWS 

1005-1015h Welcome Address by Lt Gen Rajinder Dewan, AVSM, VSM,  DG SP and 
Chairman Executive Council (CLAWS) 

1015-1030h Inaugural Address - MDO: The Future of Warfare by Gen MM Naravane, 
PVSM, AVSM, SM, VSM, ADC, COAS & Patron CLAWS 

SESSION – I : Future Threats and Challenges: India’s Preparedness  Multi-Domain Ops 

1030-1035h Introduction of Chairperson and Panellists by MC 

1035-1045h Opening Remarks by Chairperson - Lt Gen (Dr.) VK Ahluwalia PVSM, 
AVSM**, YSM, VSM (Retd), Dir CLAWS 

1045-1100h Regional Security Challenges in the Indian Sub-Continent by Mr. Nitin A. 
Gokhale 

1100-1115h Concept of War fighting in MDO by Air Marshal  Stuart Evans (Retd), UK 

1115-1130h Indian  Military Strategy in Future Conflicts by Lt Gen D S Hooda, PVSM, 
UYSM, AVSM, VSM**(Retd) 

1130-1155h Interactive Session  

1155-1200h Certificate of Appreciation to CLAWS Research Faculty by Lt Gen 
Rajinder Dewan, AVSM, VSM, DG SP and Chairman Executive 
Council (CLAWS) 

SESSION – II : Enhancing Jointness in MDO 

1200-1205h Introduction of Chairperson and Panellists by MC 

1205-1215h Opening Remarks by Chairperson - Lt Gen A K Singh, PVSM, AVSM, 
SM, VSM (Retd) 

1215-1230h Achieving Jointness in MDO by Dr Jeff Reilly, USA 

1230-1245h Leveraging Air Power and Space Domain in MDO by Air Marshal Anil 
Chopra, PVSM, AVSM, VM, VSM (Retd) 
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1245-1300h Indian Ocean : Battlespace of Future by Vice Admiral Anil Chopra, PVSM, 
AVSM (Retd) 

1300-1330h Interactive Session 

1330-1415h Lunch Break 

SESSION – III : Achieving Convergence & Collusivity in MDO 

1415-1430h Special Address by Lt Gen (Dr.)  Rakesh Sharma, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, 
VSM (Retd)  

1430-1435h Introduction of Chairperson and Panellists by MC 

1435-1445h Opening Remarks by Chairperson - Lt Gen Arun Kumar Sahni, PVSM, 
UYSM, SM, VSM (Retd) 

1445-1500h Theaterisation: Way Ahead in Achieving Convergence by Lt Gen Raj 
Shukla, PVSM, YSM, SM, ADC, GOC-in-C, ARTRAC 

1500-1515h Cohesion through Convergence of Joint Force in MDO by Lt Gen Ranbir 
Singh, PVSM, AVSM**, YSM, SM (Retd) 

1515-1530h Capability Challenges in Integration of a Joint Force and Political Hurdles 
in Implementing MDO by Col Daniel S. Roper (Retd)-USA 

1530-1600h Interactive Session  

1600-1615h Valedictory Address by Lt Gen Gurmit Singh, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, 
VSM (Retd) 

1615-1630h Closing Remarks by Lt Gen (Dr.) VK Ahluwalia PVSM, AVSM**, YSM, 
VSM (Retd) 



BIO-PROFILES OF GUEST 
SPEAKERS, CHAIRPERSONS & 

PANELLISTS 
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BIO-PROFILES OF GUEST SPEAKERS, CHAIRPERSONS & 
PANELLISTS 

 
GENERAL MM NARAVANE, PVSM, AVSM, SM, VSM, ADC 

CHIEF OF THE ARMY STAFF & PATRON, CLAWS 

 

 General  MM  Naravane,  PVSM,  AVSM,  SM,  VSM, ADC,  did  his  
schooling  at  Jnana  Prabodhini  Prashala, Pune.  An  alumnus  of  the  
National  Defence  Academy and the Indian Military Academy, he was 
commissioned into The Sikh Light Infantry Regiment in Jun 1980.  

In  a  distinguished  military  career  spanning  almost  four  decades,  
he  has  the distinction  of  tenating  key  command  and  staff  appointments  in  Peace  and  
Field, both in the North - East and Jammu and Kashmir and has been part of the Indian Peace  
Keeping  Force  in  Sri  Lanka. He  has   commanded  a Rashtriya  Rifles  Battalion,  raised  
an  Infantry  Brigade,  was  Inspector  General Assam  Rifles  (North)  and  has  commanded  
a  prestigious  Strike  Corps.  His  staff assignments include tenures as a Brigade Major of an 
Infantry Brigade, Defence Attache  at  Yangon,  Myanmar,  an  instructional  appointment  in  
the  Army  War College as Directing Staff in the Higher Command Wing, besides two 
tenures at the Integrated Headquarters of MoD (Army), New Delhi. After successfully 
commanding the Army Training Command, Shimla and the Eastern Command in Kolkata, he 
held the appointment of Vice Chief of the Army Staff before assuming the appointment of the 
Chief of the Army Staff on 31 Dec 2019. 

LT GEN RAJINDER DEWAN, AVSM,  VSM 

DIRECTOR GENERAL, STRATEGIC PLANNING AND CHAIRMAN EXECUTIVE 
COUNCIL (CLAWS) 

Lt    Gen    Rajinder    Dewan,    AVSM,    VSM,    was 
commissioned  into  the  SIKH  Regiment  in  June  1986. In a 
military career spanning almost 35 years, he has the distinction    of    
tenating    key    command    and    staff appointments; both in  
peace  and  field  before  taking  over  the  reins  of  Director 
General Strategic  Planning.  The Officer  has  been  an  instructor  
at  the  National Defence  Academy, Military Observer (MILOB) as 

part of the UN Msn in Kuwait, GSO-1  at  DGMO,  Col  GS  of  an  Infantry Division, Brig  
OL of  an  operationally active  Command,  DDG  MO  (Spl  Ops)  at  DGMO,  DDG  WE-1  
at  DGWE  and MGGS (REDFOR) at HQ ARTRAC. 

He  has  commanded  9  Assam  Rifles,  36  Sector  (now  136  (I)  Infantry  Brigade Group) 
and 10 Infantry Division on the Line of Control and has been awarded the Vishisht Seva 
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Medal during his  tenure as Brig OL and Ati Vishisht Seva Medal during  the  command  of  
a  Division.  

LT GEN (DR.) VK AHLUWALIA, PVSM, AVSM**, YSM, VSM (RETD)   
DIRECTOR CLAWS  

After a career that spanned over 40 years in the Indian Army, he 
retired as the Army Commander, Central Command in 2012. 
Thereafter, he served as a Member, Armed Forces Tribunal, 
Jaipur-Jodhpur Benches. He commanded an Infantry Brigade in 
Uri Sector, Mountain Division in Kargil and Corps in Leh - 
Ladakh Sector. While commanding the Division in Kargil, his 
Division was awarded the BNHS National Green Governance 
Award 2005 by the Prime Minister of India, for conceiving and 
implementing the unique concept, ‘Operation Green Curtain’. He 

was also the first Indian Brigadier to attend the National Defence Course, at Dhaka. A 
Doctorate in ‘Internal Security and Conflict Resolution’, he has also authored a book, Red 
Revolution 2020 and Beyond, and edited cum contributed in, Surprise, Strategy and Vijay: 20 
Years of Kargil and Beyond and COVID-19 & Its Challenges: Is India Future Ready? 
Currently, he is the Director CLAWS. 

Mr. NITIN A. GOKHALE 

MEDIA ENTREPRENEUR  

 Mr. Nitin A Gokhale is a media entrepreneur, strategic affairs 
analyst and author of more than half a dozen books on military 
history, insurgencies and wars. One of South Asia's leading 
strategic analysts, he started his career in journalism in 1983.  In 
the past 36 years,  he has led teams of journalists across print, 
broadcast and web platforms. 

A specialist in conflict coverage, Mr. Gokhale has lived and 
reported from India’s North-East for 23 years, been on the ground 

at Kargil in the summer of 1999 and also brought us live reports from Sri Lanka’s Eelam 
War IV between 2006-2009. He is also a popular visiting faculty at India’s Defence Services 
Staff College, the three   war   colleges, India’s   National   Defence   College, College   of   
Defence Management and the IB’s intelligence school.  He now owns and runs two 
important portals, bharatshakti.in and StratNewsGlobal.com. 
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AIR MARSHAL STUART EVANS (RETD), UK 

FORMER DEPUTY COMMANDER NATO, ALLIED AIR COMMAND 

 

 Air Marshal Stuart Evans was the Deputy Commander of   
NATO’s   Allied   Air   Command (AIRCOM)   till August 2019. 
Air Marshal Evans joined the RAF in 1983 as a pilot. He has 
served as the first RAF member within the  Strategic  Studies  
Group  working  directly  for  the  Chief  of  the  United States Air 
Force in the Pentagon, followed by a tour at the Defence Doctrine 
and Concepts Centre as Head of Joint Doctrine. He has held the  
coveted appointments of the Commandant  of  the  Air  Warfare 

Centre,  UK  in   2011 and  in  the  Joint  Forces Command at 
Northwood, UK. He has also held the appointment of Senior British 
Military Advisor to US Central Command in Florida in 2014. 

LT GEN DS HOODA, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, VSM** (RETD) 

CO-FOUNDER, CENTRE FOR STRATEGIC AND DEFENCE RESEARCH, INDIA       
Lt  Gen  DS  Hooda  (Retd)  is  an  alumnus  of  the  NDA and prestigious 
Command and Staff College at Canada. He was commissioned into the 4th 
Battalion of the 4th Gorkha Rifles, the same unit he later commanded. He 
was selected as the first Chief Logistics Officer for the newly raised United 
Nations Mission  to  Ethiopia  and Eritrea.  

He as the GOC-in-C Northern Command, planned and orchestrated the 
Surgical Strike in 2016. He is also the founder of a New Delhi based think 

tank, Centre for Strategic and Defence Research (CSDR). 

LT GEN AJAY KUMAR SINGH, PVSM, AVSM, SM, VSM (RETD) 

DISTINGUISHED FELLOW, CLAWS 

  

Lt Gen A K Singh (Retd) is the erstwhile Lt Governor of  the  
Andaman  &  Nicobar  Islands  and  Puducherry, former GOC-in-C 
Southern Command. 

The General has commanded the 7th Cavalry, a T-90 Tank Brigade, an 
Armoured Division and a Strike Corps. Presently, he    is    an    
Independent    Director    and    Advisor    with    various 
firms/educational institutions including O P Jindal Global University.  

His book Military Strategy for India in the  21st  Century  has  been  published  in  2018.  His 
next co-edited book Battle Ready for the 21st Century was released recently. 
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DR. JEFFREY M REILLY 

DIRECTOR, JOINT EDUCATION AND JOINT ALL DOMAIN STRATEGIST 
CONCENTRATION, AIR COMMAND STAFF COLLEGE, USA 

Dr.   Jeffrey M Reilly is  a  retired Army Officer with 26 years of 
active-duty service. He has rich operational experience in Vietnam, 
Cambodia, Laos and Thailand. He has conducted research on design 
in Afghanistan in 2010 and on the future of C4ISR in Iraq and Africa 
during 2016. He is the author of Operational Design: Distilling 
Clarity from Complexity for Decisive Action and a co-founder of the 
Over the Horizon digital journal. In 2018, Dr. Reilly won the Air 

Education and Training Command (AETC) award for innovation in 
Multi-Domain and joint warfighting abilities. 

He has also received numerous leadership awards including the Secretary of the US Air 
Force top award for outstanding civilian leadership. 

AIR MARSHAL ANIL CHOPRA, PVSM, AVSM, VM, VSM (RETD) 

DIRECTOR GENERAL, CENTRE FOR AIR POWER STUDIES   

 Air  Marshal  Anil  Chopra,  PVSM,  AVSM,  VM,  VSM (Retd), is a 
fighter pilot, test pilot, and a pioneer of Mirage-2000 fleet, he has 
commanded a Mirage 2000 Squadron and IAF's Flight Test Centre, 
Aircraft  and  Systems  Testing  Establishment (ASTE). He has 
commanded operational airbases in both Western and Eastern sectors. 
Retired as head of HR as (Air Officer Personnel).   

He has also been a member of  the  Armed  Forces  Tribunal, 
Lucknow  Bench,  and  member  of  the  Executive  Council  of  Jawaharlal  Nehru University  
(JNU).  He has  also  been  as  advisor  on  a  committee  of  the  National Green  Tribunal.  

VICE ADMIRAL ANIL CHOPRA, PVSM, AVSM (RETD) 

DISTINGUISHED FELLOW, CLAWS 

 Vice Admiral Anil Chopra, PVSM, AVSM (Retd) has the unique 
distinction of being the only Admiral in the Indian Navy’s history 
to have been the Commanding-in-Chief of both the Navy’s 
combatant commands i.e. the Western   Naval   Command,  and   
the   Eastern   Naval Command;  as  well  as  the  Director General  
of  the Indian Coast Guard. Admiral Chopra retired in 2015, after 
forty years of distinguished service. In 2017, he  was  appointed  by  
the  government  as  a  member  of  the  National  Security 

Advisory Board, which provides inputs to the apex National Security Council on security  
issues. 
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LT GEN (DR.) RAKESH SHARMA, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, VSM (RETD) 

DISTINGUISHED FELLOW, CLAWS 

Lt  Gen  (Dr.)  Rakesh  Sharma  was  commissioned  into 5/11  
Gorkha  Rifles  on  Jun  11,  1977,  and  retired  as Adjutant General 
of the Indian Army on Mar 31, 2017. Having commanded his 
battalion in the North-East, he commanded an infantry Brigade in 
Western theatre and an Infantry Division deployed on the Line of 
Control in the Northern Theatre. He has also commanded a Corps in 
Ladakh. He was part of the Indian Army  Training  Team (IATT),  
Botswana,  Africa  for  three  years  and Director,  Strategic  Studies  
(Global)  at  Army  Headquarters.   

The General Officer has been a Research Scholar at the Institute for Defence Studies and 
Analyses, New Delhi, and did MPhil from the University of Madras and a Doctorate in 
Defence Studies from Meerut University.  

LT GEN ARUN KUMAR SAHNI, PVSM, UYSM, SM, VSM (RETD) 

DISTINGUISHED FELLOW, CLAWS 

Lt Gen Arun  Kumar  Sahni  is  a  decorated,  scholar  – 
soldier, with 40 years of commissioned service in the Indian   
Army.  In   his   last   assignment, he was  the General  Officer  
Commanding-in-Chief of one  of  the six operational 
commands of the Indian Army. The officer is known for his 
academic excellence and oratory skills. He is incisive with his 
strategic insight and understanding of internal and external 
security issues including the emerging international   
dynamics.     

Presently,  he   contributes meaningfully  through  experience  sharing  and  formal  interface  
with  different organisations  at  the  operational,  directional  and  strategic  level.  He  is  
mentoring start-ups and new initiatives that are in the domain of Information Security and 
HR Management.  
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LT GEN RAJ SHUKLA, PVSM,YSM, SM, ADC 

GOC-in-C, ARTRAC 

  

Lt Gen Raj Shukla, PVSM, YSM, SM, ADC  is  the GOC-
in-C   ARTRAC. Lt    Gen    Raj    Shukla    was 
commissioned   into   the   Regiment   of   Artillery   in 
December 1982.  In a career spanning four decades, the 
Officer has seen extensive service in the field. He 
commanded a Medium Regiment  in  the  Eastern  &  
Desert   Theatres,   an   Infantry   Brigade   in   Counter 
Insurgency Operations, an Infantry Division along the Line 
of Control in the Valley and a Pivot Corps along the 
Western Borders.  

The  General  Officer’s  instructional  assignments  include  tenures  at    the  Indian Military  
Training  Team  IMTRAT,  Bhutan,  School  of  Artillery,  Deolali,  Senior Instructor  at  the  
Defence  Services  Staff  College,  Wellington  and  Commander, Higher Command Wing, 
Army War College, Mhow. General  Shukla  has  an  abiding  interest  in  strategic–military  
affairs.  He  has authored  numerous  articles  /  publications  and  lectured  /  participated  in  
various seminars in India and abroad. 

LT GEN RANBIR SINGH, PVSM, AVSM**, YSM, SM (RETD) 

DISTINGUISHED FELLOW, CLAWS 

 Lt Gen Ranbir Singh, PVSM, AVSM**, YSM, SM, retired   
as   the   General   Officer-Commanding-in-Chief (GOC-in-C) 
Northern Command. He was commissioned in 9 Dogra 
Regiment.  He was the Director General of Military 
Operations (DGMO) of the Indian Army during the 2016 
surgical strike along the Line of Control and during the 
counter insurgency special operation in Myanmar   he   was   
Additional Director General of Military Operations 
(ADGMO). He held the coveted appointment of the Deputy 

Chief of Army Staff (Information Systems and Training).   
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COL DANIEL S ROPER (RETD), US ARMY 

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SECURITY STUDIES, ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED 
STATES ARMY 

Colonel Daniel S Roper (Retd) is  a  graduate  of  the  
Advanced  Operational  Art Senior War College Fellowship 
Program, he is an Artillery Officer and in his 29 years of 
service has tenated number of command and staff  
appointments  in  the  US  Army.   Post-Army, he  advised  the 
US  Army Pacific in   Hawaii   on   transformation   initiatives   
to   support the   Asia-Pacific Rebalance and was the lead 
planner for development of the first Hawaii Homeland 
Security Strategy.  

He has authored articles  on  coalition  operations,  leadership,  history,  emerging 
technology,   energy   resilience,   counter   insurgency,   terrorism,   and   nuclear 
deterrence. 

LT GEN GURMIT SINGH, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, VSM (RETD) 

DISTINGUISHED FELLOW, CLAWS 

Lt  Gen  Gurmit  Singh  superannuated  from  the  Indian Army  in  
February  2016. He has held prestigious appointments  of  Deputy  
Chief  of Army Staff, Adjutant General and Corps commander 15 
Corps (Srinagar).  He has visited   China seven   times   for important   
military, diplomatic and border/LAC meetings. He  is a double MPhil  
from  Chennai  and  Indore  University  in  Defence  & Strategic  
Studies.   

He  has researched  on  India-China  Boundary  Issue  in  Institute  of Chinese  Studies/  
Jawaharlal  Nehru  University  during  his  study  leave  from  the Indian  Army.  He  is  
currently  pursuing  PhD  from  Chennai  University  on  ‘Smart power for National Security 
dynamics. 
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